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Abstract  

Use of natural-service sires in the pasture-based dairy industry of south-eastern Australia is 

common, however, research into their selection and management is sparse.  This investigation 

included a cross-sectional study of the genetic merit of pasture-raised natural-service dairy 

breed sires and quantified the association between natural-service sire scrotal circumference 

and their daughter fertility breeding value.  Additionally, investigations into the association 

within breeds between scrotal circumference (as an explanatory variable) and daughter 

fertility breeding value as the outcome variable in a linear regression model were conducted.  

And finally, this investigation aimed to monitor bull behaviour, including mounting and serving 

behaviour, as well as tracking distanced walked.   

Deoxyribose nucleic acid was submitted for genotyping from two groups of Tasmanian 

Holstein (n=124) and Jersey (n=85) bull calves to get a set of genomic breeding values.  Scrotal 

circumference and body weight measurements and semen characteristics were recorded at 8 

weekly intervals from the age of 6 months to 18 months of age.  In addition, an observational 

study was conducted using collar mounted tri-axial accelerometers and global positioning 

systems on bulls (n=10) on a commercial pasture-based dairy farm in Tasmania, Australia.   

The genomic information from natural-service sires was compared to contemporary artificial 

insemination sires, however a clearly defined association between scrotal circumference and 

the daughter fertility breeding value could not be elucidated, despite the link in beef breeds.  

Linear regression quantified the relationship between scrotal circumference and body weight 

and classification and regression tree analyses were determined the predictive value of scrotal 

circumference and body weight on semen characteristics.  Linear regression showed that 50 kg 

increase in a Holstein bull’s body weight was associated with a 2.9 (95% CI 2.8 to 3.0) 

centimetre change in scrotal circumference (P= <0.001).  For Jerseys, 50 kg increase in body 

weight was associated with a 2.4 (95% CI 2.3 to 2.5) centimetre change in scrotal 

circumference (P= <0.001).  Classification and regression tree analysis for Holsteins and Jerseys 

combined showed that 95% of animals that weighed greater   had a scrotal circumference of at 

least 27 cm had a percent normal sperm score greater than 70%.  Using learning algorithms 

bull behaviour was monitored including grazing (F = 0.86) and walking (F = 0.91) compared 

with ruminating (F = 0.19) and resting (F = 0.38).  However, due to the short, yet explosive 

nature of the mounting and serving signatures, the algorithm was not able to detect them.  

Mean distance travelled per day ranged from 12.0km to 6.5km and maximum distance 

travelled per day of 28.0km to the least maximum distance of 14.6km.   
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This study provides information about the genomic merit of natural-service sires and the 

relationship between scrotal circumference and daughter fertility, augments information on 

scrotal circumference and body weight relationships in pasture-raised Holstein and Jersey 

breed bulls and supports the use of the bull breeding soundness exam to manage the risk for 

sub-fertility in the dairy industry.  Additionally, it was found that walking long distances may 

contribute to the lameness in dairy natural-service sires.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

During the early days of the dairy industry, the natural-service sire was integral, central to the 

ongoing productivity of the enterprise and foremost in the mind of the farmer (Theunissen 

2008).  Over time, various revelations and advancements in science, technology, genetics and 

breeding have changed the face of the dairy industry significantly.  Since the advent of artificial 

insemination and it’s gradual, and now global, adoption across the dairy industries of the 

world, the use of the pasture-based dairy herd natural-service sire has diminished in 

importance (Parkinson 2004).  As such there has been relatively few research investigations 

into the use, selection and management of dairy herd bulls.  Little is known about the extent of 

use of natural-service sires in the Australian pasture-based dairying industry save comments 

from industry bodies suggesting that they are used (Woolaston and Shephard 2011) and an 

inference from the national herd recording dataset that 32% of known-breed cows have a 

natural-service parent (Annonymous 2016a).    

By contrast, the lack of adoption of artificial insemination in the beef industry has resulted in a 

vast body of work surrounding selection, management and use of the natural-service sire in 

that industry.  The main thrust of the research has been the development, use of and 

productive effects of the bull breeding soundness exam (BBSE).  The BBSE comprises a suite of 

tests designed to highlight aspects of natural-service sire that may garner a high risk of sub-

fertility or infertility (Beggs et al. 2013).  Used and well established in the beef industry (Farin 

et al. 1989; Holroyd et al. 2002; Menegassi et al. 2011; Chenoweth and McPherson 2016), the 

BBSE has been little used in the Australian dairy industry (Hancock et al. 2016a). 

Research into the use of the BBSE in the dairy natural-service sire in Australia constitutes two 

studies by Dwyer (2013a; b) and Hancock et al (2016a; b).  The work of Dwyer surveys the 

results of BBSE results in Tasmania, finding a quarter of bulls sub-fertile or infertile, whilst 

Hancock et al conducted exhaustive pre-mating and post-mating BBSE risk factor for failure 

analysis.  And whilst these studies contribute enormously to the dearth of research 

information on dairy natural-service sires, there are gaps in the literature that are deserving of 

investigation.   

This thesis endeavours to review the literature regarding dairy bull fertility at natural-service, 

and from this, develop research questions, and then report on investigations to answer those 

questions.  It aims to further the knowledge of the dairy breed natural-service sires in three 

avenues.  Firstly, survey their genetic merit and investigate the relationship between genetic 

breeding values for daughter fertility and measurable male characteristics.  Second, obtain yet 
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unknown data on pasture-raised dairy breed natural-service sire scrotal circumference, body 

weight and semen characteristics.  And finally, to use new technology to monitor working 

commercial dairy bulls, investigating behaviours as well as distance walked to gain knowledge 

of management factors that might impact their performance.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

The Place of the Natural-service Sire 
Financial return in the dairy industry is reliant on the production of quality milk, which in turn 

is reliant on the birth of calves, again in turn reliant on the fertility of the dam and the 

provision of a male gamete via artificial or natural means (Parkinson et al. 2010).    In the 

seasonally based calving pattern, adopted in much of south-eastern Australian, fertility is a 

major profit driver (De Vries 2006).  However, during the period from 2000-2009 Australian 

dairy herd fertility, as measured by the six-week-in-calf rate, declined by 1% per annum from 

2000 to 2009 (Morton 2010).  With this decline there has been much research effort into 

improving and manipulating female fertility (Foote 2003).  This same research effort has 

impacted the male part of the equation particularly regarding the innate fertility of sperm, and 

the fertility it might confer on offspring concerning of artificial insemination sires (Utt 2016).  

However, this level of knowledge has not been widely applied in the field of dairy natural-

service sires (Parkinson 2004).   

The dairy industry has seen a revolution in the last 100 years with the introduction and 

propagation of progeny testing and artificial insemination (Funk 2006; Theunissen 2008).  And 

with that revolution there is a perception that all the male gametes in the dairy industry are 

supplied by artificial insemination by well researched and investigated sires.  However, delving 

into the Australian Dairy Herd Improvement Report 2016 (Annonymous 2016a) reveals that 

32% of known-breed, herd-recorded cows have their origins in natural-service.  It is common 

to employ natural-service sires as an adjunct to artificial insemination programs.  These 

natural-service sires serve those cows that do not conceive to the program, those cows of 

lower merit or maiden heifers (Parkinson 2004).  It would seem, however, that whilst 

overlooked in their capacity to influence the reproductive outcomes of the modern dairy herd, 

the natural-service sire effects the future of a third of Australia’s national herd.  Despite this 

influence frameworks to select and manage the risk of subfertility in dairy natural-service sires 

are not widely accepted or practiced. 

Contrastingly, in the beef industry, the use of artificial insemination is less common.  

Infrastructure, logistics and the relative absence of essential daily handling procedures, are 

such that uptake is less widespread (Parkinson 2004).  Given these elements, the research 

effort directed to finding and evaluating measures to predict fertility, subfertility and 

performance of the beef industry natural-service sire has been far more intensive.  It has been 

estimated that 20-40% of beef bulls may have reduced fertility in North America, but 
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comparatively few are completely sterile (Kastelic and Thundathil 2008).  The fertility of a bull 

is affected by many factors, inherent, genetic and environmental, therefore no one test can 

predict an outcome.  Thus, there are a suite of tests used to calculate the risk for subfertility in 

bulls in an effort to predict fertile outcomes (Kastelic and Thundathil 2008; Beggs et al. 2013).    

The Bull Breeding Soundness Evaluation 

The suite of tests used as a risk assessment to predict subfertility is known as the bull breeding 

soundness evaluation (BBSE) and began initially with the Rocky Mountain Society for the Study 

of Breeding Soundness in Bulls in the 1950s and 1960s.  This group became the Society for 

Theriogenology and they have consistently promoted the standardised testing for bull 

breeding evaluations since then (Hopkins and Spitzer 1997; Chenoweth 2004; Bartlett 2017).  

The BBSE consists of a physical exam to assess the bull for any imperfections that might hinder 

his ability to both find and serve on heat females, a scrotal circumference measurement and 

palpation, a rectal exam to assess the health of internal reproductive organs, either manual or 

electroejaculation to assess the penis and obtain a semen sample for both crush side 

evaluations and retention of a sample to submit to a laboratory for morphological 

examination.  In addition, there is an optional serving ability assessment.  Results of these 

assessments are compiled into an evaluation of risk for a bull being sub or infertile (Hopkins 

and Spitzer 1997; Beggs et al. 2013; Palmer 2016).   

Widely used in the beef industry, the BBSE highlights those animals with a high risk for 

subfertility.  Research into its use include correlating the measured traits with positive fertility 

outcomes (Coulter and Kozub 1989; Farin et al. 1989; Bertram et al. 2002; Fitzpatrick et al. 

2002; Holroyd et al. 2002; Al-Makhzoomi et al. 2008; Menegassi et al. 2011) as well as showing 

an economic benefit (Menegassi et al. 2011).  The BBSE has also been adopted across the 

globe (notably the Australian Cattle Veterinarians and the Western Canadian Association of 

Bovine Practitioners) (Chenoweth 2004; Fordyce et al. 2006; Beggs et al. 2013; Hopper 2014; 

Palmer 2016).  However, despite the use and acceptance of the BBSE in the beef industry, it is 

not widely used for selection of dairy industry natural-service sires.  As such the research effort 

into factors that affect bull fertility or subfertility in the dairy industry is relatively sparse.   

Studies investigating dairy breed sires and the BBSE are concerned primarily with artificial 

insemination sires (Foote et al. 1977; Andersson and Alanko 1992; Hoflack et al. 2006) or dairy 

bulls in a beef enterprise (Makarechian et al. 1987).  However, the application of these studies 

in a pasture-based seasonally calving dairy context could be brought into question.  

Additionally, there has been work looking at the relative fertility (Overton and Sischo 2005; 
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Lima et al. 2009) and cost (Overton 2005; Lima et al. 2010) of natural-service compared to 

artificial insemination protocols in large United States dairy farms.  However, the systems of 

production in the United States are vastly different compared to pasture-based situations 

Australia.  Studies on the use of the BBSE in the pasture -based dairy context are few.  But 

exceptions include a study conducted in North-west Tasmania which showed 49.8% of dairy 

herd natural-service sires tested did not pass a BBSE (Dwyer 2013a).  This study also included a 

cost benefit analysis showing a return on investment of $9 (AUD) for every $1 spent (Dwyer 

2013b).  Further work in south west Victoria focused on management practices and the 

reasons for bulls breaking down during work by performing a BBSE pre-mating and post-

mating period (Hancock et al. 2016a; b).   The major factors identified in this study that 

increased risk of failure include lameness, bulls older than 4 years and the feeding of 

concentrates.  Both these studies have extended the knowledge and impact of pasture-based 

natural-service dairy breed sires, however, there are areas of research enquiry to be perused 

that will enable more tailored use of the BBSE and in doing so, promote its use in the dairy 

industry.  

Scrotal Circumference and the BBSE 

Investigations to augment the use of the BBSE in the pasture-based dairy industry include 

furthering the knowledge on the growth, scrotal circumference and semen characteristics of 

young pasture raised dairy breed sires.  Scrotal circumference is breed dependant (Coulter et 

al. 1975; Fordyce et al. 2014; Kastelic 2014), and therefore the only non-transferable element 

of the BBSE, with much of the information available to the pasture-based system focussed on 

beef breeds (Beggs et al. 2013; Fordyce et al. 2014).  Current knowledge on scrotal 

circumference and growth on dairy breed sires included in the ACV publication (Beggs et al. 

2013) is derived from the work of Monke (1988) and Hueston et al (1988) who investigated 

Jersey and Holstein sires respectively.  Both studies involved sires entering artificial 

insemination centres in the United States, which, given the vast differences in production 

systems, are not directly applicable to pasture-based situations in Australia.   

Scrotal circumference is a highly heritable trait (Coulter et al. 1976) and its measurement is 

easy and repeatable (Hahn et al. 1969).  It is correlated to both sperm production (Willett and 

Ohms 1957; Hahn et al. 1969; Foote et al. 1977) and positive fertility outcomes.  The work of 

Andersson and Alanko (1992) found a decreased return to service rate correlated with scrotal 

circumference in artificial insemination Holstein sires, however other work in beef bulls found 

no link between scrotal circumference as defined by genetic identification of calf output in 
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range based northern Australian herds (McGowan et al. 2002).  Scrotal circumference is also 

correlated to body weight in beef (McGowan et al. 2002) and dairy breeds (Coulter and Foote 

1977; Curtis and Amann 1981; Devkota et al. 2008), age (Hahn et al. 1969; Curtis and Amann 

1981; Heuston et al. 1988; Devkota et al. 2008) and to the attainment of puberty (Lunstra et al. 

1978; Curtis and Amann 1981).  Additionally, it is also correlated to semen quality in beef 

breeds (McGowan et al. 2002) and to percentage normal sperm (Arteaga et al. 2001).  

Including scrotal circumference in the BBSE will provide insight into fertility, puberty and 

semen quality.   As such, improved knowledge on pasture raised dairy breed natural-service 

sire scrotal circumference is imperative to further the use of the BBSE and acquire its inherent 

benefits for the pasture-based dairy industry.   

Semen Characteristics and the BBSE 

Semen morphology is an aspect of the BBSE that affects fertility (Gillan et al. 2008; Utt 2016).  

Microscopic examination of semen is conducted by an experienced morphologist to identify 

abnormalities of individual spermatozoa, classify them and systematically record them.  Of the 

100 spermatozoa assessed, the measurable outcome is expressed as percent normal sperm, 

i.e. the proportion of those 100 spermatozoa that are normal.  Most evaluation guidelines 

stipulate this threshold to be more than 70% normal sperm (Beggs et al. 2013).  This is 

supported by studies that correlate percent normal sperm to fertility in both beef breeds 

(Fitzpatrick et al. 2002) and dairy (Al-Makhzoomi et al. 2008).  Semen morphology and percent 

normal sperm are affected by age (Almquist and Amann 1976), with immature bulls producing 

specific abnormalities, proximal droplets and midpiece defects, that gradually dissipate with 

stage of development (Arteaga et al. 2001).  In a study on maturing beef breed bulls 70% 

normal sperm was attained at 15 months of age (Arteaga et al. 2001), whilst dairy breed 

animals were recorded as achieving 77% normal sperm at 17-22 months of age and 35.1cm 

scrotal circumference (Foote et al. 1977).  Selecting bulls that are likely to have surmounted 

the presence of proximal droplets, using easily measurable traits such as body weight or 

scrotal circumference, would be an advantage.  But to this point the relationship between 

scrotal circumference and percent normal sperm, or the presence of proximal droplets in 

pasture raised dairy breed natural-service sires has not been investigated.   

Genomics  

The use of natural mating as an adjunct to artificial insemination is common, and the calves 

produced from natural matings were considered not to be as genetically superior compared to 

those produced by artificial insemination (Woolaston and Shephard 2011). However, advances 
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in the estimation of genetic worth may change the way natural-service sires are selected and 

used.  Small samples of genetic material (e.g. hair samples) from bulls can be submitted for 

genomic analysis and used to estimate breeding indices, providing producers with an 

additional tool to manipulate the genetic merit of their herd by selection of artificial as well as 

natural-services sires. The aim of this study was to conduct a survey of the genetic worth of 

pasture-raised natural-service dairy breed sires.   

Given recent declines in Australian dairy herd fertility (Morton J, Larcombe M 2003), enhancing 

the fertility of cattle is becoming a highly sought-after attribute.  Previous research in the beef 

industry suggests that there is a positive correlation between the scrotal circumference of a 

sire and daughter fertility as defined by pregnancy rate of daughters, age at first breeding or 

age at first calving (Toelle and Robison 1985), age at puberty (Smith et al. 1989), or heifer 

pregnancy rate (Johnston et al. 2014; Terakado et al. 2015).  A secondary aim of this study was 

to quantify this association in the dairy industry between natural-service sire scrotal 

circumference and a genomically derived daughter fertility selection index or breeding value.   

Breeding Values and Genomics 

Cattle were domesticated approximately 8,000-10,000 years ago (Loftus et al. 1994), and with 

that began the process of selective breeding for preferred traits.  Until the late 19th century 

small herds and small outlets for milk sale restricted herd size and therefore the amount of 

selective breeding farmers could achieve individually.  Breeding pressure was concentrated on 

conformational traits, rather than those of production such as milk yield, milk fat or protein.  

Despite acknowledging the value of progeny testing for production traits, it was some years 

before the ability of daughters could be appreciated and by that time those sires had often 

become redundant on the property and possibly been sold on or sent to slaughter (Theunissen 

2008).   

The advent of artificial insemination techniques in the 1940s represented a significant change, 

and as the practice was adopted more widely, bulls had increasing numbers of daughters from 

which to assess their worth.  Progeny testing centres evaluated the production traits of 

daughters and selection indices began to be developed to compare these traits amongst bulls 

(Funk 2006; Theunissen 2008).   

Formalised progeny testing involves the selection of elite dams and the acquisition of bull 

calves from them.  Test matings of these young bulls can be made when they reach 21 months 

of age and at least 100 of the resulting daughters are raised and sent to enter a milking herd.  

The first estimated breeding values are determined from data collected during that first 
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lactation regarding production, fertility, longevity, conformation and other traits.  Based on 

this initial data bulls are either kept or culled and by 63 months of age a full data set has been 

collected (Schaeffer 2006).  Indexing this data to compare the relative value of bulls began 

with estimations of heritability combined with weightings for economic influence with early 

workers such as Hazel and Lush (Hazel 1943; Lush 1947).  These efforts were furthered in work 

that compared milk yield and milk fat in heifers derived from artificial insemination with 

contemporaries with other naturally bred animals in the herd (Robertson and Rendel 1954).   

The discovery, and propagation, of a freezing process for semen in the 1950s and 1960s, 

exponentially increased the number of daughters a bull could sire, and therefore, the number 

of progeny that could be tested. This amplified the amount of information available to 

determine sire worth (Philipson et al. 1994).  In addition, selecting for more than one trait at a 

time was deemed more efficient than selecting for single traits and as such a combination 

score, encompassing many traits and lending weight for economic importance was more 

widely adopted (Philipson et al. 1994).   

By 1975 newer methods of statistical analysis and developments in computing technology led 

to the best linear unbiased prediction or BLUP model for calculating selection indexes 

(Henderson 1975). Statistical methods usually require data sampled randomly for the results 

to adequately reflect the population.  Animal breeding does not sample the population at 

random, instead selecting certain traits over others, and BLUP could account for these and 

control for bias in estimates and predictions.  It could also consider all factors and estimate 

them simultaneously whilst using known information efficiently and flexibly (Dempfle and 

Hagger 1983).  Whilst BLUP is widely accepted, other approaches have been used and some 

are currently in use including least squares and Bayesian methods (Dempfle and Hagger 1983).  

Beginning the exchange of information regarding sire worth across international boundaries 

was the next development, allowing sires from different countries to be compared on similar 

playing fields (Philipson et al. 1994).  

In the Australian dairy industry, the first bull selection index was released in 1987 and 

comprised milk fat and protein traits.  Then in 2001, the Australian Dairy Herd Improvement 

Scheme released the Australian Profit Ranking (APR) which covered nine traits and was 

subsequently updated in 2009 (Byrne et al. 2016).  The next development considered the 

results of a thorough survey of Australian dairy farmers to determine what was important for 

them in a selection index.  This survey resulted in the release of the multiple trait selection 

index or Balanced Performance Index (BALANCED PERFORMANCE INDEX) in 2016.  BALANCED 
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PERFORMANCE INDEX replaced the APR and combines production, type and health traits to 

achieve maximum profit (Byrne et al. 2016).   

The frontier of molecular genetics is considered a relatively recent advance, however, the 

incorporation of an individual’s genetic information into a selection index to determine 

performance was heralded as early as 1967 (Smith 1967).  Smith (1967) highlighted the 

possibility that certain areas of DNA, or loci, could be linked to an economically important 

production trait and that information could be combined with existing phenotypic information 

from progeny testing to strengthen a selection index.  However, at the time, limitations in 

technology and knowledge base, such as reliability and heritability of traits and the inability to 

discover a trait with a locus with a large enough effect, restricted the full realisation of their 

use in a functional selection index (Smith 1967).   

Overtime more was discovered concerning these loci, known as quantitative trait loci (QTL).  

QTL are sections of DNA that are associated with a phenotypic, or trait, variation.  This 

research continued with the mapping of known QTL in the 1980s (Soller and Beckmann 1983).  

Including genetic information in the estimation of selection indexes had begun.  However, the 

limited number of traits with a defined QTL, the contribution of multiple QTL to a trait and the 

expense of assessing these QTL in livestock obstructed investigators and prevented the full and 

widescale use of the technique (Hayes et al. 2009).  Work by Fernando and Grossman 

incorporated the use of genetic information in the form of QTL in selection indexes with BLUP 

(Fernando and Grossman 1989). 

Two advances in scientific knowledge fuelled the next phase of breeding value research.  

Firstly, the work to complete the mapping of the bovine genome in 2009 (The Bovine Genome 

Sequencing and Analysis Consortium et al., 2009), led to many more QTL being discovered.  In 

addition to the newly discovered QTL, the many variations of DNA that occur at those QTL 

referred to as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) or markers were discovered and 

recorded.  This coincided with a drastic decrease in the cost of testing for, or assessing QTL, via 

genome testing in livestock (Hayes et al. 2009).  Secondly, advances in molecular genetics and 

computational technology allowed the development of dense marker maps.  Dense marker 

maps are the next step from the original QTL maps made in the 1980s and 1990s, and they 

simply have more SNP at more QTL.  This made precise breeding value estimations possible 

without the need for progeny testing or phenotypic data.  The initial work of Nejati-Javaremi et 

al (1997), then the work of Meuwissen et al (2001) demonstrated the possibility of  using  
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dense marker data and statistical computational techniques (i.e. BLUP and others) to estimate 

genomically derived breeding values (GEBV).   

To derive a GEBV an initial prediction equation is formulated based on the SNP.  This involves 

dividing the entire genome into smaller parts and estimating the effects of that section of the 

genome in a reference population of genotyped and phenotyped animals.  This means all QTL 

and SNP are considered, even if their contribution is small.  After this initial work, subsequent 

generations of animals need only to be genotyped to know which sections of DNA, or SNP, 

they have.  Estimations of the effects of those sections can then be summed across the entire 

genome of that animal, resulting in the GEBV (Hayes et al. 2009).   

The accuracy of the GEBV compared to true breeding values was predicted at 85% initially 

(Meuwissen et al. 2001) and then a review of national GEBV programs reported accuracies 

greater than those derived from traditional progeny testing (Hayes et al. 2009).  Given the 

significant reduction in the time taken to derive a GEBV, (21 months, compared to 63 months 

taken for traditional calculation of estimated breeding values by progeny testing), workers 

predict that the rate of genetic gain in the dairy industry is set to double (Schaeffer 2006; 

Hayes et al. 2009).   

Adoption of GEBV into national breeding objectives has occurred in New Zealand, Australia, 

the United States of America, Canada, Great Britain, Ireland, France, the Netherlands, 

Germany and Scandinavian countries (Weller et al. 2017).  GEBV represents the most 

significant change to the industry for the last 20 years and has resulted in a reduction in 

progeny testing and their associated records.  As the cost of genotyping decreases, the number 

of cows genotyped will increase meaning future decisions will be made with genomic 

information on dam and sire sides (Weller et al. 2017).  During 2017 genomic testing in 

Australia increased by 80% from the previous year (Axford and Barrett 2017). 

The past 100 years have brought significant change to the methods of selection for sires in the 

dairy industry from the acknowledgment of potential in selective breeding, to the 

measurement of traits and the indexation of sires across many countries.  Despite this, the 

practice of using natural-service still exists.  In the Australian dairy industry, of known-breeds 

submitted for herd testing and included in the Australian Dairy Herd Improvement Report of 

2015-2016, 32.4% were naturally bred (of 392,249 animals recorded) (Annonymous 2016a).  

The selection and use of natural-service sires has no mutually accepted ranking system but the 

veterinary bull breeding soundness examination assesses physical traits and semen quality that 

may affect a bull’s ability to mount and serve a cow (Parkinson 2004; Beggs et al. 2013).  This 
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assessment is by no means mandatory and does not include an evaluation of the genetic merit 

of the bull.  Given the period from mating to realising the possible potential of daughters and 

the cost of such a program, there has been no effort to institute progeny testing for natural-

service sires.  But with the advent of GEBV, it is now possible to assess the genetic worth of 

natural-service sires, putting them on a similar indexation footing as any artificial insemination 

sire.  This kind of information can empower the producer to select natural-service sires of 

improved genetic merit, contributing to the genetic merit of the herd at large.   

Male Reproductive Traits and their Impact on Female Reproductive 
Performance 
The economic viability of any commercial cattle operation depends upon the efficient 

production of a saleable commodity (Dickerson 1970).  Whether that commodity is meat or 

milk, reproduction, or fertility, is a central tenet, and to that end, research effort has been 

focused on aspects to maximise output, and to minimise the timeline from birth to production.  

Fertility is a general term that can be defined as the quality of being fertile or productive and 

implies the ability to conceive offspring (‘Oxford Dictionary of English Online’ 2000).  In the 

context of selecting genetically superior individuals to improve the fertility of cattle, the 

concept is more complicated because multiple traits  determine a successful and repeated calf 

output (Foote 2003; Cammack et al. 2009).  Sires must be able to produce fertile sperm whilst 

dams must produce and ovulate fertile oocysts, then carry the conceptus through foetal 

development to the birth of healthy offspring (Foote 2003).  To select for traits that result in 

increased fertility, they must first be measured in very large populations of animals and given 

the many aspects that contribute to successful fertility, many measurements must be made 

and analysed.  Measurements such as calf output, age at first serving, calving interval, 

longevity and pregnancy rate are recorded and collected by breed organisations or national 

herd monitoring services (Cammack et al. 2009).  The concept of progeny testing and the 

development of breeding values from this information, discussed previously, contribute greatly 

to both the estimation and realisation of fertility rates in commercial production systems.  

Given the intensity of progeny testing within the dairy industry, the vast volumes of 

information collected on dairy breed artificial insemination sires and the more economically 

accessible nature of purchasing a straw of semen rather than a bull(s), the dairy industry 

probably benefits more tangibly and more swiftly from selection indexes.  In the past, the 

quest to improve fertility has been at times overshadowed by the more tangible traits of 

production such as milk volume and meat quality (Morton J, Larcombe M 2003; Cammack et 

al. 2009).   
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Now, some research focus has turned to fertility indicator traits that are highly heritable, easy 

to measure and have documented implications on the fertility of the herd.  Given that the 

choice of a bull applies selection pressure across the entire herd, male reproductive 

characteristics that affect their daughter’s fertility, or indicator traits, have been investigated.  

This avenue of research began with the observation that heritability of female reproductive 

traits, namely litter size, were noted to be related to particular sires (Purser 1965).  It was 

postulated that despite the differing male and female reproductive traits, they are controlled 

by the same genes and that transition of genes for female fertility via the male (her sire) could 

result in an effect on daughter fertility (Land 1973).  Further investigation by Land (1973) and 

Eisen and Johnson (1981) showed genetic correlations in mice and sheep with increased testis 

size or testis weight and increased litter sizes.  Land concluded that there is the possibility of 

selecting increased fertility in the female based on the characteristics of the male. 

Applying this concept to cattle production Toelle and Robison (1985) published their seminal 

work following male and female progeny of 63 Hereford sires and used them to estimate 

genetic correlations between reproductive traits.  Males were measured for scrotal 

dimensions, including circumference, diameter, length and volume, at 205 days and 365 days 

of age.  Females were followed for two breeding seasons and were observed for age at first 

breeding, age at first calving, pregnancy rate, rebreeding interval and calving interval.  

Preceding the genomic era, this study estimated genetic correlations from half-sibling and 

from sire-daughter analysis and given increased scrotal circumference resulting in younger age 

at first breeding is the desired outcome, the more negative the correlation for this attribute 

the more favourable the trend.  Thus, results of genetic correlations by half sibling genetic 

correlation analysis showed scrotal circumference to be favourably related to age at first 

breeding at -0.1.  The magnitude of the correlation of age at first breeding and scrotal 

circumference was greater at later stages of testicular development (365-day measurement to 

age at first breeding half sibling analysis yields -0.39) leading the researchers to the conclusion 

that measuring scrotal circumference at 365 days gave a better estimate of effect on daughter 

fertility traits.  However, the alternate analysis presented, sire daughter analysis, revealed a 

different outcome with highly favourable results for scrotal circumference and age at first 

breeding at 205 days (-1.0), and trending to unfavourable for 365 days (0.16).  This result 

suggested later measurements of scrotal circumference would not be as useful.  Other workers 

followed on finding similar favourable results between scrotal circumference and heifer age at 

puberty or first calving including Smith et al. (1989) with a correlation of -0.796 scrotal 

circumference to puberty and -0.826 age to first calving in Bos taurus, Vargas et al. (1998)  with 
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a -0.32 correlation to age at puberty and Gressler et al (2000) finding -1.0 correlation in Bos 

indicus.  The two studies of Morris et al (1992, 1999) in New Zealand with European breeds 

also agreed a correlation of -0.19 ± 0.20 and -0.21 ± 0.09 scrotal circumference to age at 

puberty.  It should be noted however the standard error is large, such that variation in the 

estimate could potentially limit any effect.   

The biological uncertainty of implying improved fertility from just age at puberty has led more 

recent studies to focus additionally on heifer pregnancy rate correlations in beef breeds.  Work 

from Bos indicus cattle in Brazil by Santana et al. (2015), Terakado et al. (2015) and Van Melis 

et al. (2010); in northern Australia by Johnston et al. (2014) and in Bos taurus cattle in New 

Zealand by Morris et al. (1999, 2000) all found low to moderately favourable associations 

between scrotal circumference and heifer pregnancy rates.  Results from some had standard 

errors of a magnitude that could negate the effect entirely, for example, scrotal circumference 

to heifer pregnancy correlation of 0.14 ± 0.14 (Morris et al. 2000).  Other work concluded the 

genetic effect of scrotal circumference on age at puberty or heifer pregnancy were not strong 

enough to result in any appreciable effect and that selection indirectly via this path would not 

have any effect on female fertility (Martinez-Valezquez et al. 2003).  Supporting this finding 

other workers found that the magnitude of the effect might not be high enough to have a swift 

effect, but did state that including scrotal circumference might increase the accuracy of 

predictions, allowing that some effect might be available (Eler et al., 2004).  In contrast, some 

workers did not find genetic correlations between sire scrotal circumference (Gregory et al. 

1991); others  found threshold like relationships where scrotal circumference had a favourable 

outcome but the effect was not linear (Evans et al. 1999); and others concluded that the 

magnitude of change in selecting for scrotal circumference would not appreciably change age 

at first calving in heifers (Grossi et al. 2009). 

A more applied approach into the link between scrotal circumference and female fertility by 

Moser et al (1996) found an increased scrotal circumference in bulls led to female offspring 

reaching puberty more swiftly than offspring of bulls with lower scrotal circumference.  In this 

study genetic correlations were not analysed.  This is supported by work from northern 

Australia by Holroyd et al (2002) that followed calf output from multiple sire herds and related 

them to male reproductive characteristics.  This extensive study found that testicular traits are 

generally not associated with calf output in bulls in the Brahman and Santa Gertrudis groups 

analysed.  There was an exception in animals that were in the 5/8th Brahman group as these 

animals had a positive association between scrotal circumference and calf output of 0.07 with 

a P value of 0.08, indicating a near significant relationship.   
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Research effort to define and quantify the effects of scrotal circumference as an indicator trait 

on age at puberty or heifer pregnancy rates in daughters appears to be repeatable across 

production systems and climates.  Genetic correlations have been established in most but not 

all studies and are backed up by calf output trials.  Unfortunately to date, all are focused on 

the beef industry.  Given that common dairy breeds like Holstein and Jersey are members of 

the Bos taurus or European cattle family, it might be postulated that similar relationships 

between scrotal circumference and daughter fertility would be expected.  Additionally, given 

fertility is just as important in the dairy industry, one might ask why the same principles have 

not yet been applied.   

In general, the pursuit of daughter fertility in the dairy industry has focused on the use of 

progeny testing and the resultant selection indexes.  Predicting the fertility of daughters 

(Daughter Fertility ABV) is a powerful tool for producers and already available if using artificial 

insemination and semen from bulls with assessed Australian Breeding Values (ABVs) (Haile-

Mariam et al. 2013).  The daughter fertility breeding value draws from information on calving 

interval, lactation length, interval from calving to first service, pregnancy rate and first service 

non-return rate (Haile-Mariam et al. 2013).  Determining the breeding values for a bull 

requires the documentation of not only pedigree but also the attributes from many 

generations of daughters and is known as progeny testing (Funk 2006), something that is rarely 

if ever achieved for a natural-service sire.  The power of GEBV supersedes this need, as a 

simple hair sample could provide a tool to assess the link between scrotal circumference and 

daughter fertility in dairy breed bulls without the need to glean information from generations 

of daughters.  It could also inform the choice of the producer in selecting a bull team to 

improve fertility and profitability.  Genomics and the calculation of GEBVs allows genetic 

determinations to be made even before offspring have been born or assessed.  Used in 

artificial insemination centres for bulls and for heifer selection, it has not been used 

extensively for natural-service sires as yet.   

Monitoring bulls 

Since its inception, the research around the BBSE has focused on the ability of each of the 

elements, either separately or in concert, to predict fertile reproductive outcomes.  With this 

work, it has been established that no one test is currently capable of predicting fertility risk in 

bulls and the full suite of BBSE tests are required (Chenoweth 2004; Parkinson 2004).  Given 

this information however, there is still variation in the ability a bull to sire calves that is not 

currently explained or predicted by the BBSE.  Evidence for this can be found in the work of the 
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‘Bull Power’ project from northern Queensland where it was found that in multiple sire 

situations multiple regression models explained between 35 and 57% of the variation in calf 

output of individual bulls (Holroyd et al. 2002).  Holroyd et al (2002) mused that the remaining 

variation might be explained by other factors such as bull behaviour in paddocks.  The 

elements of bull behaviour that may be contributing to calf output include sexual behaviour 

including serving ability and libido, and inter-bull hierarchical behaviours and bull management 

on farm.  

Serving Ability Assessments and Libido  
Bull behaviour that might influence calf output in a multiple sire pasture-based situation could 

be the inherent sex drive of individual bulls or the relative sexual experience of that bull 

(Parkinson 2004).  These elements are currently included in the serving ability assessment part 

of the BBSE.  Some workers have found strong positive correlations between serving capacity 

and conception rates (Blockey 1978; Makarechian and Farid 1985; Farin et al. 1989)  whilst 

others have not (Boyd et al. 1989).  Each of these studies employs differing testing strategies 

and as such comparisons are dubious.  However, all rely on primary observation which is 

known to be labour intensive and subject to human error, and can be confounded by the 

influence of the observers presence on animal subjects (Theurer et al. 2013).  The advent of 

monitoring technologies provides a method to overcome these aspects and gives the 

researcher the opportunity to investigate serving capacity or libidio in real time.   

Further to this, the work of the ‘Bull Power’ study also established that not all bulls contribute 

equally to calf output, in that 14% of bulls were siring over 30% of the calves (Holroyd et al. 

2002).   

Bull Management and Lameness 
Other bull behaviours that may influence calf output include dominance or hierarchical inter-

bull interactions, the influence of the topography of the farm (Parkinson 2004) and 

management decisions such as rotational policies (Hancock et al. 2016a).   

Surveys of management and BBSE results pre-mating and post-mating conducted in south 

western Victoria found 19.5% of bulls tested pre mating failed the BBSE (Hancock et al. 2016a).  

Half of those examined that failed a premating BBSE were due to abnormalities in semen and 

the other due to lameness, whilst post-mating found the majority of failures were due to 

lameness.   

Lameness is a widespread problem in the pasture-based south-eastern Australian dairy 

industry.  Surveys conducted some years ago report individual cow prevalence of 7.4% in south 
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west Victoria and 2.5% in East Gippsland, Victoria (Harris et al. 1988; Jubb and Malmo 1991).  

Whilst the herd prevalence was reported at 88% of herds in south western Victoria (Harris et 

al. 1988).  New Zealand operates a similar pasture-based dairying and reports a lameness 

incidence of 16 cases /100 cows/year (Tranter and Morris 1991).  New Zealand based studies 

identified risk factors for high lameness prevalence on farm that were related to track 

maintenance and animal handling.  Poorly maintained tracks and impatient handling of 

animals with use of dogs increase the risk of lameness (Chesterton et al. 1989).  Again poor 

track maintenance was associated with higher incidences of lameness in Victoria, but length of 

track was not associated with lameness (Harris et al. 1988).  Bulls are not surveyed in these 

studies, however, if running with the herd then they are subject to similar environmental risk 

factors.  In the work of Hancock (2016b) lameness in the bulls is associated with abnormal leg 

joints, swollen leg joints, but also distance walked and use of dogs as a herding technique.   

The national dairy advisory body recommends that bulls are used on a rotational basis with 

rest periods to provide physical and sexual rest and in some part prevent the occurrence of 

lameness (Morton J, Larcombe M 2008).  The work of Hancock et al (2016a) suggests that 

these rotational policies are widely accepted in the dairying areas of south western Victoria.  

However, whilst based on experience in the industry, the exact nature of rotational policy for 

dairy bulls is not well defined and there is no research to support this claim.  Hancock et al 

(2016b) did go on to assess the risk of rotation on the failure of a bull’s BBBSE, but as there 

were few properties that did not practice rotation the sample size was not great enough.   

The work of Hancock et al (2016a; b) has made it clear that distance walked increases the risk 

that a bull will return a high risk of failure in a BBSE result and that lameness plays a significant 

role in this.  The use of rotations to alleviate the risk of lameness is used but the exact nature 

of the rotations is unknown.  Also unknown is the relationship between distance travelled and 

the risk of lameness in bulls.  Again, the advent of motion sensor technologies may give insight 

into this area.     

The Use of Motion Sensing Technology 

With the rise of precision agriculture, advances in technology offer the chance to monitor 

livestock in ways that have been impossible up to this point (Bailey et al. 2017).  The use of 

accelerometers and GPS is widespread and in the cattle industry efforts have been made to 

predict calving time (Saint-Dizier and Chastant-Maillard 2015), determine the onset of oestrus 

(Madureira et al. 2015; Shahriar et al. 2016), detect lameness (Thorup et al. 2015), monitor 

lying behaviours for post-surgical monitoring (White et al. 2008), provide estimates of grass 
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intake (Oudshoorn et al. 2013; Andriamandroso et al. 2017; Greenwood et al. 2017) and 

monitor feeding behaviour (Nielsen 2013; Bishop-Hurley et al. 2014; Gonzalez et al. 2015).  All 

these studies focus on the behaviour and movements of cows and to our knowledge there is 

only one study monitoring bull behaviour.  Abell et al (2017) predicted bull behaviour events in 

multiple sire situations in an effort to investigate their influence on calf parentage using 

accelerometer data and various classification algorithms.  They were able to define lying and 

standing at high accuracies and walking and mounting at far lower accuracies.  This study used 

various forms of mounts, including withers, ear and collar and compared their accuracies as 

well as training their algorithms with real time observational data.  For all the time that the 

BBSE has been extant there has been questions about how much of the calf output the test 

predicts such that the extensive Bull Power study found that the BBSE could not explain the 

variation found in the parentage of multiple sire herds (Holroyd et al. 2002).  This technology 

offers the chance to elucidate those elements of management or behaviour that might affect 

the ability of a pasture-based natural-service sire to perform.   

Conclusion 
The use and place of the natural-service sire has been reviewed and in these three elements 

have been identified.  The lack of genomic information on natural-service sires and their 

potential link to measurable male characteristics.  Data on pasture-raised dairy breed natural-

service sire scrotal circumference, body weight and semen characteristics.  And finally, how 

one might use new technology to monitor working commercial dairy bulls, investigating 

behaviours as well as distance walked to gain knowledge of management factors that might 

impact their performance.   These three elements are the focus of the scientific investigation 

of this thesis. 
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Summary text  

The sustainability of dairy farming depends on efficient production and reproduction and part 

of this involves selection of sires that will produce daughters that are fertile as well as efficient 

producers of milk.  Until recently, the process of selecting natural-service sires could not be 

based on breeding values, but now with genomic breeding values we have the opportunity to 

do this.  But what breeding values can we expect from natural-service sires?  Also, can a link be 

drawn between daughter fertility and measurable male traits.   This investigation attempts to 

answer those questions.  Dairy herd managers now have a method to drive the genetic 

progress of their herd through natural-service as well as artificial insemination.   
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Abstract 

Objective To characterise the genomic Australian Breeding Values of dairy breed natural-

service sires on farms in north-western Tasmania and to establish a link between daughter 

fertility and scrotal circumference in dairy breeds. 

Design  We conducted a cross-sectional study of genomic Australian Breeding Values 

and quantified the association between sire scrotal circumference (as an explanatory variable) 

and their genomic daughter fertility breeding value as the outcome variable in a linear 

regression model.  Additionally, comparisons of the mean values of genomic daughter fertility 

breeding value and Balanced Performance Index between dairy breed natural-service sires and 

their breeding centre contemporaries (Good Bulls Guide and National Australian Sire 

Identification Scheme (NATIONAL SIRE IDENTIFICATION SCHEME) maintained by DataGene) 

were assessed.   

Procedure DNA was submitted for genotyping from two groups of Tasmanian Holstein 

(n=124) and Jersey (n=85) bull calves to enable generation of genomic Australian Breeding 

Value and scrotal circumference measurements were recorded at 18 months of age.   

Results   There was no identifiable association between scrotal circumference and 

DFABV in natural-service dairy breed sires.  Additionally, comparisons to artificial insemination 

contemporaries found no statistical difference (p =<0.05) in means for genomic daughter 

fertility breeding value between study group Holstein bulls (mean = 107.1, standard deviation 

= 3.92) and those Holsteins in the Good Bulls Guide (mean = 110, standard deviation = 2.97).   

Conclusion Whilst no identifiable association was found between scrotal circumference 

and DFABV in this study, the relationship between fertility traits in daughters and those in their 

sires is established elsewhere in the literature.  We do not deny that the relationship exists in 

dairy breeds, it is, however, not apparent in the method used.   
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Introduction 

Selection of breeding sires on dairy farms has driven significant gains in production, disease 

resistance and fertility over many years.  The main driver of this selection was the construction 

of breeding values from progeny testing generations of daughters in artificial insemmination 

centers (Funk 2006).  Selecting sires as semen, producers have bought in genetics to meet their 

breeding objectives.  However, due to the quantities of data required, the same principles 

have not been available to producers to select natural-service sires.   

Natural-service sires use in the pasture-based Australian dairy industry were observed 

anecdotally to increase following a steady decline in national herd fertility (Dairy Australia 

2011; Woolaston and Shephard 2011) and data shows that natural-service contributes to 32% 

of known-breed cows submitted for herd testing in Australia in 2016 (Annonymous 2016a).  Up 

to this point, research into the selection of natural-service sires has focused on their risk for 

sub-fertility, via the Bull Breeding Soundness Exam (Dwyer 2013a; Hancock et al. 2016a), 

rather than their genetic merit.   

In the beef industry, where natural-service is far more common, there has been some 

research focus on the link between measurable male traits and the reproductive outcomes of 

their offspring.  Particularly the link between scrotal circumference and heifer age at puberty 

(Smith et al. 1989), age at first service (Toelle and Robison 1985) or heifer pregnancy rate 

(Johnston et al. 2014; Santana et al. 2015).  This link has not yet, to this authors knowledge, 

been established in the dairy context.  However, if prooved could be useful when selecting 

natural-service sires more likely to produce more fertile daughters.  

Relatively recent technological advances shed light on both the problem of deriving 

breeding values for natural-service sires and potential links between male traits and female 

reproductive outcomes in the dairy industry.  Genomically deriving Australian Breeding Values 

(Genomic Australian Breeding Value) allows for determination of the genetic merit of potential 

offspring of animals prior to sexual maturity (Hayes et al. 2009).  DataGene (DataGene, AgriBio, 

5 Ring Road, La Trobe University, Bundoora, Victoria, Australia) are responsible for genetic and 

genomic evaluations in Australia and a convenient way for farmers to quickly access Genomic 

Australian Breeding Values is through CLARIFIDE®, a commercial test offered by Zoetis (Zoetis 

Australia, 5/10 Depot Street, Banyo, Queensland).  The average reliability of Genomic 

Australian Breeding Value corresponds to the information gained from 25-30 milking 

daughters for a bull (DataGene 2015).   
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A multiple trait Genomic Australian Breeding Value that offers a broad-scale estimate 

of the genetic merit of an individual animal is the Balanced Performance Index (BALANCED 

PERFORMANCE INDEX) which comprises production, fertility, and type and for every one point 

increase, it represents the genetic potential of a one dollar (AUD) increase in profit (Byrne et 

al. 2016).  Comparing the genetic merit of natural-service sires to their artificial insemination 

contemporaries will offer insight into how their genetic contribution can be managed and even 

enhanced.  

The genomic estimation of the Daughter Fertility (DFABV) Genomic Australian 

Breeding Value offers the opportunity to investigate its association with scrotal circumference.  

The Daughter Fertility genomic Australian Breeding Value is a multiple trait index that 

considers a suite of reproductive measurements and unit increases in DFABV equates to the 

genetic potential of a 1% increase in 6-week in-calf rate (Haile-Mariam et al. 2013).  That suite 

includes calving interval, lactation length, calving to first service interval, pregnancy rate and 

first service non-return rate.  The 6-week in-calf rate is a commonly used measure of fertility in 

the predominately seasonal and split calving pasture-based dairy systems of south-eastern 

Australia.  It quantifies the percentage of animals that become pregnant in the first six weeks 

following a planned mating start date (Morton J, Larcombe M 2003).   

This investigation asks what genomic breeding values are held by natural-service sires 

in north-west Tasmania and is there an association between the Daughter Fertility genomic 

Australian Breeding Value and the measurable male characteristic of scrotal circumference.   

 

Materials and methods 

This study was approved by the Animal Ethics Committee at the Faculty of Veterinary and 

Animal Science at the University of Melbourne and the Victorian Government Department of 

Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources to ensure compliance with the 

guidelines of the Australian Code of Practice for the Care and Use of Animals for Scientific 

Purposes (Animal Ethics Committee Project Identification Code 1513665.1). 

 

Animals 

Two groups of young pasture raised bulls intended for natural-service were enrolled in the 

area surrounding Smithton, north-west Tasmania in 2015.  A large farm purchased a group of 
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Jersey bulls (n = 84) purchased from a stud in north-eastern Tasmania.  In addition, a group of 

Holstein bulls (n = 124), which were initially purchased as multiple small consignments of 

unwanted male dairy calves from across the region for a veal contract.  The contract did not 

eventuate, and the animals were then raised to sell for natural-service.  Accordingly, pedigree 

information for the Holstein group was less readily available and was limited to a list of sires 

used on the properties the animals were obtained from.  The selection of these animals 

provided wide genetic variation which was reflected in their BALANCED PERFORMANCE INDEX 

breeding values. 

 

Genomic testing  

Hair samples were obtained from the hair follicles of the tail brush of Holstein and Jersey bulls, 

on the 23rd and 25th of January 2016 respectively, as per the instructions published by 

DataGene (DataGene 2015) and underwent analysis using the CLARIFIDE® test (Zoetis 

Australia, 5/10 Depot Street, Banyo, Queensland) and the pre-existing Australian Breeding 

Value index system developed by DataGene.  At the time of sampling bulls were approximately 

18 months of age.  A custom ZL4 Zoetis chip containing 18,814 SNP (single nucleotide 

polymorphisms) was used and parentage data for those bulls with documented sire or dam 

information were obtained from DataGene (DataGene, AgriBio, 5 Ring Road, La Trobe 

University, Bundoora, Victoria, Australia) to increase the reliability of the subsequent genomic 

Australian Breeding Values.  

To place the study group natural-service sires in a wider industry context, data 

regarding BALANCED PERFORMANCE INDEX and DFABV of NATIONAL SIRE IDENTIFICATION 

SCHEME (National Australian Sire Identification Scheme) bulls over the past 15 years, and also 

leading bulls appearing in the Good Bulls Guide publication (DataGene 2017) were obtained 

from DataGene.  The Good Bulls Guide features sires available for artificial insemination that 

have breeding values calculated, meet minimum reliability requirements or have enough 

ranked daughters and be top ranked in their breed for Balanced Performance Index.  For the 

Holstein breed, 324 bulls were included in the Good Bulls Guide for 2017, whilst for the Jersey 

breed, 45 animals were included.  In the NATIONAL SIRE IDENTIFICATION SCHEME, 10000 

animals were included for the Holstein breed, and 1000 animals for Jerseys.   

 

Scrotal circumference measurements 
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At the same time as tail brush sampling, bulls were subject to scrotal circumference 

measurements using the Reliabull scrotal tape (Lane Manufacturing, Denver, Colorado) and 

the method described in the Australian Cattle Veterinarians Bull Breeding Soundness 

Evaluation (Beggs et al. 2013).  All measurements were made by the same investigator on bulls 

restrained in crushes.  The same groups of bulls were part of a larger observational study 

investigating scrotal circumference and body weight measurements.  

 

Statistical analysis 

Descriptive summary statistics and assumptions of normality were calculated for the 

BALANCED PERFORMANCE INDEX and DFABV ABVs of both groups of bulls and plotted as 

frequency histograms. Differences between study group bulls, Good Bulls Guide bulls and 

NATIONAL SIRE IDENTIFICATION SCHEME bulls were analysed using Welch’s t test. 

The relationship between scrotal circumference and DFABV were plotted in a scatter 

plot and two linear regression models were developed to quantify the association between 

scrotal circumference (as the explanatory variable) and daughter fertility breeding value as the 

outcome variable adjusting for body weight; one for Holstein and the other for Jersey bulls.  

Age was considered as an adjustment, however, the origins of the Holstein group, being 

acquired in small groups as unwanted male calves from farms across the district, meant the 

detail was not available.  Additionally, it was uncertain if all animals assigned as Holstein had 

full Holstein parentage. 

Statistical analyses were conducted using R version 3.4.3 (R: A language and 

environment for statistical computing. R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, 

Austria). 

 

Results  
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Frequency histograms of BALANCED PERFORMANCE INDEX and daughter fertility ABVs for 

both breeds are shown in Figures 1 and 2.   

 

 

 

Mean and standard deviation BALANCED PERFORMANCE INDEXs were -9.63 ± 47.83 

units for Holsteins and -39.09 ± 61 units for Jerseys.  A one unit increase in BALANCED 

Figure 0-1. Histogram showing the distribution of the Australian Breeding Value, Balanced 
Profit Index, for Holstein and Jersey bulls.  The dashed line delineates zero, the value expected 
for the average population. 

Figure 0-2.  Histogram showing the distribution of the Australian Breeding Value, Daughter 
Fertility for Holstein and Jersey bulls.  The dashed lined delineates 100, the value expected 
for the average population. 
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PERFORMANCE INDEX is equivalent one Australian dollar (AUD) of genetic potential profit with 

the value of zero considered breed average (DataGene 2018).  Therefore, a mean BALANCED 

PERFORMANCE INDEX of -9.63 units for the Holstein study group means that genetic potential 

profit per bull for the Holsteins included in this study was $9.63 less than the average genetic 

potential for all Australian Holsteins.  The equivalent potential profit for the Jerseys included in 

this study was $39.09 less compared with the average genetic potential for all Australian 

Jerseys.  For DFABV Holsteins had a mean and standard deviation of 107.13 ± 3.89 units 

whereas the Jerseys had a mean of 101.2 ± 2.44 units.  As each unit increase in daughter 

fertility equates to a percentage increase in 6 week in calf rate, and 100 is considered breed 

average (DataGene 2018), the estimated increase in 6-week in-calf rate due to improved 

daughter fertility was 7.13% for the Holsteins and 1.2% for the Jerseys.    

Results for BALANCED PERFORMANCE INDEX and DFABV for Holstein and Jersey 

animals involved in the study were compared to those from NATIONAL SIRE IDENTIFICATION 

SCHEME bulls from the last 15 years and the leading sires in the Good Bulls Guide for each 

breed (see Table 1).  There was a significant difference between Holstein Good Bulls Guide 

bulls (MEAN=223.3, SD=35.69) and study group bulls (MEAN=-9.63, SD=47.83) for BALANCED 

PERFORMANCE INDEX; t(172.17)=48.54, p-value < 2.2e-16, and between NATIONAL SIRE 

IDENTIFICATION SCHEME bulls (MEAN=50.5, SD=93.7) and study group bulls; t(172.86)=12.61, 

p-value < 2.2e-16.There was also a significant difference between Jersey Good Bulls Guide 

bulls (MEAN=209.7, SD=43.85) and study group bulls (MEAN=-39.09, SD=61) for BALANCED 

PERFORMANCE INDEX; t(117.15)=18.03, p-value < 2.2e-16.  But there was no significant 

difference between Jersey NATIONAL SIRE IDENTIFICATION SCHEME bulls (MEAN=39.3, 

SD=111.9) and study group bulls for BALANCED PERFORMANCE INDEX; t(214.24)=0.02, p-value 

= 0.9818. 

For DFABV there was no significant difference between Holstein Good Bulls Guide bulls 

(MEAN=110, SD=2.97) and study group bulls (MEAN=107.1, SD=3.92); t(196.11)=7.11, p-value 

= 2.161e-11.  However, there was a significant difference between NATIONAL SIRE 

IDENTIFICATION SCHEME bulls (MEAN=101, SD=5.7) and study group bulls; t(148.02)=-16.24, 

p-value < 2.2e-16.  For Jersey bulls there was a significant difference between Good Bulls 

Guide bulls (MEAN=105, SD=1.36) and study group bulls (MEAN=101, SD=2.46); t(7.80)=6.44, 

p-value = 0.0002235.  The difference was also a significant difference between NATIONAL SIRE 

IDENTIFICATION SCHEME bulls (MEAN=100, SD=3.4) and study group bulls; t(153.49)=-2.98), p-

value = 0.003268. 
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Table 1: Comparison of study group natural-service sires to sires in the Good Bulls Guide and 
NATIONAL SIRE IDENTIFICATION SCHEME registered bulls for Balanced Performance Index 
(BALANCED PERFORMANCE INDEX) and Daughter Fertility (DFABV) Australian Breeding Values.  
Mean and standard deviation (SD), source for NATIONAL SIRE IDENTIFICATION SCHEME and 
Good Bulls data: DataGene (DataGene, AgriBio, 5 Ring Road (La Trobe University), Bundoora, 
Victoria, Australia) 

 BALANCED PERFORMANCE INDEX 
(mean ± SD) 

DFABV (mean ± SD) 

 Holstein Jersey Holstein Jersey 

Good Bulls 222.3 ± 35.69* 209.7 ± 43.85* 110 ± 2.97 

n.s. 
105 ± 
1.36* 

NATIONAL SIRE IDENTIFICATION 
SCHEME bulls 

50.5 ± 93.7* 39.30 ± 111.9 

n.s. 
101 ± 5.7* 100 ± 

3.4* 

Study Group -9.63 ± 47.83 -39.09 ± 61 107.1 ± 
3.92 

101 ± 
2.46 

* P<0.05, n.s. not significant, differences between study group bulls compared to Good Bulls 
and NATIONAL SIRE IDENTIFICATION SCHEME bulls 

 

Relationship between scrotal circumference and daughter fertility 

A scatter plot of the relationship between scrotal circumference and daughter fertility 

genomic Australian Breeding Value for each breed is shown in Fig 3.   

 

Figure 3. Scatter plot showing the lack of association between scrotal circumference and the 
Australian Breeding Value of Daughter Fertility, for both Holstein and Jersey bulls involved in 
the study. 
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A multiple linear regression model was developed for each breed to provide an 

estimate of the association between scrotal circumference and DFABV, controlling for the 

confounding effect of body weight recorded at the time of examination.  For both breeds the 

models produced non-significant findings leading to the acceptance of the null hypothesis that 

DFABV has, in this case, no correlation with the independent variable, scrotal circumference.   

For Holsteins, a 1 cm increase in scrotal circumference was associated with a -0.127 

(95% CI -0.528 to 0.275; P = 0.80) unit change in DF. A non-significant result leading to the 

acceptance of the null hypothesis that DF has, in this case, no correlation with the 

independent variable, scrotal circumference. Residuals of this model plotted a normal 

histogram.  The adjusted R2 for the model was -0.01341. 

For Jerseys a 1 cm increase in scrotal circumference was associated with a -0.004621 

(95% CI -0.4612 to 0.368; P = 0.44) unit change in DF. Again, leading to the acceptance of the 

null hypothesis the DF has no correlation with scrotal circumference. Residuals of this model 

were also plotted normally.  The adjusted R2 for the model was 0.1017. 

Discussion  

This research presents a comparison of genomic breeding values of dairy breed sires in north-

western Tasmania.  It demonstrates to the farming community, at large, that genomic 

breeding values can be assessed in natural-service sires and can be used to direct breeding 

decisions.  We also demonstrated a lack of relationship between daughter fertility, as defined 

by the genomic Australian Breeding Value, and sire scrotal circumference.   

Genomic survey of natural-service sires 

The results for BALANCED PERFORMANCE INDEX and DFABV show there is considerable 

variation between bulls within each breed.  The construction of the BALANCED PERFORMANCE 

INDEX breeding value puts the population average at zero, therefore both the Holsteins and 

Jersey group mean values are below, or less than the general population means.  The 

construction of the DFABV sets the population average at 100, and the mean DFABV scores for 

both groups of study bulls exceed the mean in this case.  Reasons for this could be accounted 

for in the relatively small sample size and their derivation from a geographically isolated area.  

Additionally, there was no control over which animals were included, therefore, farmers may 

have retained or preferentially sold animals of potentially better genetic merit.   

For BALANCED PERFORMANCE INDEX there were significant differences between the 

Good Bulls Guide bulls and study group bulls for both Holstein and Jersey breeds.  Given the 
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elite selection and breeding direction of the Good Bulls Guide bulls, this is hardly surprising.  

There was a significant difference in BALANCED PERFORMANCE INDEX between NATIONAL 

SIRE IDENTIFICATION SCHEME bulls and study bulls for the Holstein group with NATIONAL SIRE 

IDENTIFICATION SCHEME bulls proving better.  Given, some of the Holsteins had natural-

service origins, and were not bred from artificial insemination sires it seems reasonable their 

BALANCED PERFORMANCE INDEX is not comparable to those bulls on the national register.  

However, the Jersey group, originating from a stud would have benefited from selective 

breeding programs, thus their BALANCED PERFORMANCE INDEX is comparable to the national 

register of bulls.  

For DFABV, study group Holsteins showed no significant differences compared to Good 

Bulls Guide bulls.  Given the combined natural-service and artificial sire origin of the Holstein 

group this is a surprising result and an indication that there is potentially hidden genetic worth 

amongst natural-service sires.  There was a significant difference between NATIONAL SIRE 

IDENTIFICATION SCHEME and study group bulls possibly indicating the national register of bulls 

is not as focused on DFABV breeding selection, but also reflecting the changing nature of 

breeding direction.  Beginning in 1987 with Australia’s first bull selection index, breeding 

values have been released in 2001 with the Australian Profit Ranking, updated in 2009 and 

most recently the release of BALANCED PERFORMANCE INDEX occurred in 2016 (Byrne et al. 

2016).  As such direction on NATIONAL SIRE IDENTIFICATION SCHEME bulls has changed and 

the recent introduction of the BALANCED PERFORMANCE INDEX would not reflect on the data 

from the last 15 years.   

For the Jersey group there were significant differences between both Good Bulls Guide 

bulls and NATIONAL SIRE IDENTIFICATION SCHEME bulls.  This could be due to the relatively 

narrow genetic basis of the Jersey group, all originating in the same stud.  Alternatively, it 

could be a reflection on the breeding selection practices and direction of that stud.   

In summary, variation exists in the genetic merit of natural-service sires, and if herd-

wide genetic improvement is sought, selection can be applied to the natural-service sire 

component of a breeding scheme just as it is for artificial insemination sires and heifers.  This 

new application of technology to the dairy industry brings natural-service sires to the same 

level of scrutiny that is applied to artificial insemination sires, and fast forwards 100 years of 

research effort, through progeny testing, selection indexes, and genetic scientific advances.   

Scrotal circumference and its relationship to daughter fertility traits 
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We were unable to identify a clearly defined association between scrotal circumference at 18 

months of age and daughter fertility, despite many studies finding to the contrary (Toelle and 

Robison 1985; Smith et al. 1989; Morris et al. 1992, 2000; Moser et al. 1996; Vargas et al. 

1998; Gressler et al. 2000; Van Melis et al. 2010; Johnston et al. 2014; Santana et al. 2015; 

Terakado et al. 2015).  The basis for these studies was an in-depth analysis of the genetic 

correlation between the scrotal circumference of a sire and either age at puberty, age at first 

calving or breeding, or heifer pregnancy rate of the resultant female offspring.  By contrast, 

this study measured scrotal circumference of natural-service sires before they had sired any 

offspring at all and compared that to their genetic potential, as defined by the genomic 

Daughter Fertility Australian Breeding Value.  The Daughter Fertility Australian Breeding Value 

is a multiple trait selection index maintained by DataGene and considers trait information from 

calving interval, lactation length, the interval from calving to first service, pregnancy rate and 

first service non-return rate (Haile-Mariam et al. 2013).  Therefore, the correlations in this 

study were assessing scrotal circumference against not only pregnancy rate, but also against 

other traits for which no relationship with scrotal circumference has been documented.  An 

additional consideration is the age at which scrotal circumference may influence the fertility of 

female progeny.  Burns et al (2011) suggest that age of measurement may influence the 

outcome up to 24 months.  Bulls in this research project were measured only at 18 months of 

age.   

If a true association exists, which is probable, considering the work in other European 

breeds (Toelle and Robison 1985; Smith et al. 1989; Morris et al. 1992, 2000), then a study 

considering scrotal circumference and following the resultant female offspring and recording 

traits such as heifer pregnancy rate and age at puberty would be expected to yield favourable 

results.  However, as fertility is such a complex trait, blending genetic potential as well as 

environmental influence and given the already burgeoning area of genomic knowledge, to 

orchestrate such a study seems unnecessary.  The concept of indicator traits in males is now 

potentially moot in the face of genomic analysis techniques, and with their increased use and 

access will come a decrease in cost.  In a review by Burns et al (2011) an appraisal is made of 

male traits that can be linked to female reproductive performance. They conclude that with 

the advent of the genomic revolution, the expense of collecting physiological or anatomical 

data on males and females was prohibitive and that the identification of quantitative trait loci 

for reproductive traits would enable selection of bulls and heifers in a pre-pubertal setting.  

However, the relatively inexpensive and easily measured attributes that may indicate the 

potential of a bull to sire daughters with improved reproductive qualities will remain and 
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whilst may be superseded as a method in determining a sire, it may still have value as data for 

ongoing research.    

 

Conclusion 

This investigation has yielded genomic information on Holstein and Jersey breed natural-

service sires.  In addition, the concept of male indicator traits impacting on daughter fertility 

was investigated.  Whilst a probable relationship exists between sire scrotal circumference and 

daughter fertility defined as age to puberty or heifer pregnancy rate, the method of evaluation 

did not elucidate this outcome.     
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Abstract  

AIMS: Use of natural-service sires in the pasture-based dairy industry of south-eastern 

Australia is common, however, reports of methods used to select and manage the risks 

of sub-fertility is lacking.  We aimed to collect information on these sires to support the 

use of tools to manage the risk of sub-fertility. 

METHODS: We conducted a longitudinal study following two groups of young 

Holstein and Jersey bulls, assessing scrotal circumference, body weight and semen 

characteristics at 6-8 weekly intervals from the age of 6 to 18 months of age.   

RESULTS: Linear regression was used to quantify the relationship between scrotal 

circumference and body weight and classification and regression tree analyses were 

used to determine the predictive value of scrotal circumference and body weight on 

semen characteristics.  Linear regression showed that 50 kg increases in a Holstein 

bull’s body weight was associated with a 2.9 (95% CI 2.8 to 3.0) centimetre change in 

scrotal circumference (P= <0.001).  For Jerseys, 50 kg increases in body weight was 

associated with a 2.4 (95% CI 2.3 to 2.5) centimetre change in scrotal circumference 
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(P= <0.001).  Classification and regression tree analysis for Holsteins and Jerseys 

combined showed that 95% of animals that weighed greater than 334 kg and had a 

scrotal circumference of at least 27 cm and a percent normal sperm score greater than 

70%.   

CONCLUSIONS: This study asks what the relationship between scrotal circumference, 

body weight and their interaction with semen morphology is in pasture-raised Holstein 

and Jersey breed bulls. This information could support the use of the bull breeding 

soundness evaluation as a tool to manage the risk for sub-fertility in the dairy industry.  

KEYWORDS: Natural-service sire, scrotal circumference, body weight, semen 

characteristics  

 

Introduction  

The extent of natural-service sire usage in the pasture-based Australian dairy industry is 

largely unknown. Published commentary from industry bodies suggests their use is 

widespread, particularly in response to the well-documented fall in reproductive rates in 

the Australian dairy herd (Woolaston and Shephard 2011).  In 2016, natural-service was 

the accredited origin of 32% of known-breed, herd-recorded cows in those herds that 

were herd-recorded (Annonymous 2016a). Despite the use of natural-service in the 

Australian dairy industry, the use of selection tools to manage the risk of infertility or 

sub-fertility, such as the Bull Breeding Soundness Exam (BBSE), is not widespread 

(Chenoweth and McPherson 2016; Hancock et al. 2016a). 

Initiated in America by the Society for Theriogenology (Chenoweth 1993; Hopkins and 

Spitzer 1997), the BBSE has been adopted in many countries, and in Australia there is 

an agreed protocol used by members of the Australian Cattle Veterinarians (Fordyce et 

al. 2006; Beggs et al. 2013).  The BBSE has been proven worldwide in the beef 

industry (Fordyce et al. 2006; Menegassi et al. 2011; Chenoweth and McPherson 2016) 

and research into its use correlates the measured traits with positive fertility outcomes 

(Coulter and Kozub 1989; Farin et al. 1989; Bertram et al. 2002; Fitzpatrick et al. 2002; 

Holroyd et al. 2002; Al-Makhzoomi et al. 2008; Menegassi et al. 2011).  To the best of 

our knowledge the current body of research concerning the BBSE and natural-service 

dairy breed sire in a pasture-based dairy industry, includes a survey from north-western 
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Tasmania, Australia, showing that 50% of sires tested were either infertile or subfertile 

(Dwyer 2013a) and a large study from south western Victoria, Australia, defining risk 

factors for sub-fertile outcomes in dairy natural-service sires and management practices 

(Hancock et al. 2016a; b).  

Scrotal circumference is an important component of the BBSE (Parkinson 2004; 

Fordyce et al. 2014). This is because sperm output is related to both testis weight and to 

scrotal circumference (Hahn et al. 1969; Coulter and Foote 1976). Therefore, larger 

scrotal circumferences are associated with increased sperm output(Coulter and Foote 

1979). Scrotal circumference is dependent on weight (Coulter and Foote 1976), 

nutrition (Barth et al. 2008; Dance et al. 2015), stage of development (Curtis and 

Amann 1981) and also breed (Coulter et al. 1975; Kastelic 2014).   

The scrotal circumference data available on dairy breed natural-service sires are few, 

and this is because the beef industry has been the focus of the majority of BBSE 

research.  What information is available on dairy breed sires originates mostly from 

induction of bulls into artificial insemination centres in the United States (Heuston et al. 

1988; Monke 2002).  Due to differences in nutrition (Coulter and Foote 1976; Barth et 

al. 2008; Dance et al. 2015) and rearing conditions in the United States, the findings 

from these studies may not be appropriate for Australia.   

Abnormalities in sperm structure can negatively influence pregnancy rate (Wiltbank and 

Parish 1986) and the percentage of morphologically normal sperm is closely linked with 

fertility in beef (Fitzpatrick et al. 2002) and dairy breeds (Al-Makhzoomi et al. 2008). 

Therefore, an analysis of semen morphology is another element of the BBSE, assessed 

as the percentage of normal sperm in a sample of semen collected at the time of BBSE. 

In Australia, a threshold of 70% (Beggs et al. 2013) is used to classify a bull as fertile. 

Maturation of sperm morphology of young beef bulls occurs from the point of puberty 

over the ages of 12-18 months (Chenoweth et al. 1996) with common morphological 

abnormalities being proximal droplets and midpiece defects (Arteaga et al. 2001).  With 

age, these defects dissipate, such that in a study of beef bulls, 61% of 15-month-old beef 

bulls had a greater than 70% normal sperm percentage. In addition to age, scrotal 

circumference has also been found to be correlated with percent normal sperm and 

percent proximal droplets (Arteaga et al. 2001). Given scrotal circumference is more 

heavily influenced by body weight than age (Chenoweth et al. 1996), and body weight 
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affects scrotal circumference (Coulter and Foote 1977; Curtis and Amann 1981; 

Devkota et al. 2008) it would be useful to know at what scrotal circumference and body 

weight might a young dairy breed sire produce a 70% normal sperm sample.  This 

information could then be used to predict outcomes for young bulls and when they 

might be suitable for a BBSE. 

With this background, the present study aims to record and analyse information on 

growing pasture-raised dairy breed bulls intended for natural-service on dairy farms. 

Information on scrotal circumference and body weight can be used to inform the BBSE 

for young pasture-raised dairy breed sires. In addition, we aim to use classification tree 

methods to define the relationship between scrotal circumference, body weight and 

semen characteristics to assist in selecting young pasture-raised dairy breed natural-

service sires to be put forward as candidates for a complete BBSE prior to mating. 

Materials and Methods 

This study was approved by the Animal Ethics Committee at the Faculty of Veterinary 

and Animal Science at the University of Melbourne and the Victorian Government 

Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources to ensure 

compliance with the guidelines of the Australian Code of Practice for the Care and use 

of Animals for Scientific Purposes (Animal Ethics Committee Project Identification 

Code 1513665.1). 

Animals 

In 2015 we identified two large groups of young pasture-raised dairy breed bulls 

intended for natural-service in the area surrounding Smithton, north-west Tasmania, 

Australia where the owners were agreeable to participate in our project. The first group, 

a group of Holstein bulls (n = 124), were initially purchased as multiple small 

consignments of unwanted male dairy calves from across the region for a veal contract. 

The contract did not eventuate, and the animals were then raised to sell for natural-

service.  The second group was a group of Jersey bulls (n = 84) purchased from a stud 

in north-eastern Tasmania by a large farm. 

Observations 

Beginning in May of 2015 each group was visited at approximately 2- to 8-week 

intervals, at the convenience of the owner, for a period of 12 months.  Individual 

management ear tags were used as bull identifiers. Scrotal circumference was measured 
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by one trained researcher using the Reliabull scrotal tape (Lane Manufacturing, Inc, 

Denver, Colorado) using the technique described by Beggs et al (2013).  Body weight 

was measured in crush scales at both properties.  Scales on one property were 

removeable and calibrated and maintained by Smithton Veterinary Service.  The other 

property had built in scales that were periodically calibrated. 

Based on the work of Lunstra et al (1978) we expected puberty to be attained at 27.9 ± 

0.2 cm scrotal circumference. To allow for the possibility of earlier attainment, we set a 

limit of 25 cm of scrotal circumference for the first collection of semen via 

electroejaculation. Semen samples were obtained with an electroejaculator (Pulsator IV, 

Lane Manufacturing Inc, Denver, Colorado, USA) using the 60 mm three electrode 

probe. When smaller rectal sizes in bulls inhibited probe entry a ram probe (Lane 

Manufacturing Inc, Denver) was used. If any probe could not be easily inserted into the 

rectum the bull was not sampled.    

Semen collected was initially assessed crush side on a warm stage (SS12/22 Microscope 

Stage Warmer Biotherm by Cryologic, Blackburn, Victoria, Australia) on a microscope 

(Olympus CXZ1FS1, Tokyo, Japan). Two to three drops of semen were then preserved 

in 1 mL of formal buffered saline (Minitube, Ballarat, Victoria, Australia) in a 

microtube (Biosphere Plus SafeSeal Microtube, Sarstedt, Nümbrect, Germany) and sent 

to ChenoVet Animal Andrology Laboratory (45 Commercial Road, Walla Walla, New 

South Wales, Australia) for morphological examination. This examination involved a 

‘wet mount’ method, under 100 × oil immersion objective using differential interference 

phase contrast microscopy (Leitz, Wetzlar, Germany) and a count of 100 sperm.   

Bulls were repeatedly sampled at subsequent visits for semen until their sperm 

morphology result reached the 70% normal sperm threshold.  At this point, bulls were 

weighed and had their scrotal circumference measured, but they were no longer sampled 

for semen for the remainder of the study.  Bull management tag identifiers, sperm 

morphology results, along with body weight, scrotal circumference and crush side 

semen values were entered into a proprietary spreadsheet (Microsoft Excel, Microsoft, 

Redmond, California, USA). 

Two bulls met with misadventure during the trial, one broke a leg and was euthanised, 

one contracted pneumonia and was excluded from further measurements. 
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During the study, the Holstein group were purchased by the owner of the Jersey group 

and as of 20 April 2016, both groups were managed separately but on the same 

property. On contract of the sale, the Holstein group were required to have their horns 

removed. As required by Australian Animal Welfare Standards (Annonymous 2016b), 

animals over 6 months of age must receive adequate pain relief on dehorning. The 

procedure was carried out by veterinarians using adequate pain relief from 21 to 25 

March 2016 with the knowledge that such a procedure could disrupt spermatogenesis.   

At the end of the study in August 2016, we had obtained 1661 scrotal measurements 

and submitted 518 samples for sperm morphology examination. 

Statistical analysis scrotal circumference and body weight 

Summary statistics were obtained, and box and whisker plots created to show the 

distribution of scrotal circumference as a function of body weight. Average daily body 

weight gain was calculated over the course of the study period.  Tables were constructed 

to report mean and standard deviation of scrotal circumference for weight classes <250 

kg, 250-300 kg, 300-400 kg and >400 kg. 

Statistical analysis scrotal circumference and semen characteristics 

Linear regression models for each breed were developed to quantify the association 

between scrotal circumference and body weight. To provide a set of decision rules that 

would allow a herd manager to use details of body weight and scrotal circumference to 

determine whether or not the bull had greater than 70% normal sperm, classification and 

regression tree (CART) analyses were carried out. A CART analysis involves 

recursively partitioning an outcome variable (percent normal sperm) into two using the 

value of a predictor variable that best splits the data (body weight and scrotal 

circumference.  Analyses were carried out using the contributed package rpart 

(Therneau et al. 2017) implemented in R version 3.4.3 (R: A language and environment 

for statistical computing. R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria, 

www.R-project.org). 

Additionally, the semen morphological characteristic of percent normal sperm and 

proximal droplets was recorded and analysed.  Medians of body weights in the 

categories previously mentioned were calculated. 

 

 

http://www.r-project.org/
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Results  

Scrotal circumference and body weight 

Box and whisker plots of body weight and scrotal circumference as a function of 

observation date, stratified by breed, are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively. 

 

FIGURE 0-1 Box and whisker plot showing the distribution of body weight as a function of 

observation date, stratified by breed. 
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FIGURE 0-2. Box and whisker plot showing the distribution of scrotal circumference as a 

function of observation date, stratified by breed.   

 

Average daily gain (ADG) was calculated as weight gain divided by days between the 

first and last weighing sessions of the study period for each breed. For Holsteins ADG 

(SE) was 0.55 kg/day (0.010) and for Jerseys it was 0.52 kg/day (0.009). 

An obvious association between body weight and scrotal circumference for both breeds 

was evident (Fig 3). Our linear regression analyses found that for Holsteins, 50 kg 

increases in body weight was associated with a 2.9 (95% CI 2.8 to 3.0) centimetre 

change in scrotal circumference (P= <2.2e-16).  For Jerseys, 50 kg increases in body 

weight was associated with a 2.4 (95% CI 2.3 to 2.5) centimetre change in scrotal 

circumference (P= <2.2e-16).     
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FIGURE 0-3 Scatterplot showing the scrotal circumference as a function of body weight, 

stratified by breed. 

 

Table 1 provides descriptive statistics of scrotal circumference for each of the four 

bodyweight classes for both Holstein and Jersey bulls. 

TABLE 0-1 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF SCROTAL CIRCUMFERENCE FOR EACH OF THE FOUR BODY WEIGHT CLASSES 

FOR HOLSTEINS AND JERSEYS.  THE TOTAL NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS IN EACH WEIGHT CLASS IS SHOWN.   

Bodyweight class (kg) n observations Mean (SD) Median (Q1, Q3) Min, max 

Holstein:     

<250 474 20.9 (3.3) 20.5 (18.5, 23.2) 14.0, 31.0 

250-300 134 27.8 (2.7) 28.0 (26.0, 29.0) 16.0, 36.0 

300-400 263 31.0 (1.9) 31.0 (29.6, 32.0) 26.5, 38.5 

>400 127 34.7 (1.9) 34.5 (33.5, 36.0) 30.0, 40.0 

Jersey:     

<250 269 23.2 (3.0) 23.0 (21.0, 25.5) 16.0, 32.5 

250-300 133 28.6 (1.7) 28.2 (27.5, 30.0) 25.5, 35.0 

300-400 232 30.6 (1.8) 30.5 (29.0, 32.0) 26.0, 36.0 

>400 6 31.3 (0.8) 31.5 (31.0, 32.0) 30.0, 32.0 

 

SD = standard deviation; Q1 = first quartile; Q3 = third quartile; Min = minimum observed scrotal circumference; 

Max = maximum observed scrotal circumference 
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Scrotal circumference and semen characteristics 

An initial CART analysis of the entire dataset was composed using (see Figure 4), and 

then breakdowns for each breed were composed (see Figure 5 for Holsteins and Figure 

6 for Jerseys).  Our CART of the entire data set showed that 95% of animals that 

weighed greater than 334 kg with a scrotal circumference of at least 27 cm had a percent 

normal sperm score greater than 70% (Figure 4). For Holsteins, 98% of animals that 

weighed more than 350 kg with scrotal circumferences greater than 27 cm had a percent 

normal sperm result greater than 70% (Figure 5). For Jersey bulls, 87% of animals 

weighing more than 259 kg with scrotal circumferences greater than 29 cm had percent 

normal sperm results greater than 70% (Figure 6). 
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FIGURE 0-4 Classification and regression tree summarising scrotal circumference (SC) and 

body weight (BW) predictive of the acquisition of 70% normal sperm (%NS > 70) result on 

morphological examination of the semen considering both Holstein and Jersey data sets. Ninety-

five percent of bulls with a scrotal circumference of more than 27 cm and a body weight of 

more than 334 kg were correctly classified as having >70% normal sperm.   
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FIGURE 0-5 Classification and regression tree summarising scrotal circumference (SC) and 

body weight (BW) predictive of the acquisition of 70% normal sperm (%NS > 70) result on 

morphological examination of the semen considering the Holstein dataset. Ninety-eight percent 

of bulls with a scrotal circumference of more than 27 cm and a body weight of more than 349 

kg were correctly classified as having >70% normal sperm.  
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FIGURE 0-6 Classification and regression tree summarising scrotal circumference (SC) and 

body weight (BW) predictive of the acquisition of 70% normal sperm (%NS > 70) result on 

morphological examination of the semen considering the Jersey dataset. Eighty-seven percent of 

bulls with a scrotal circumference of more than 29 cm and a body weight of more than 259 kg 

were correctly classified as having >70% normal sperm.   
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Table 2 shows body weight categories of the two breeds of bull involved in the study, 

the numbers of observations and the median percent normal sperm and percent proximal 

droplets.  As body weight increases median percent normal sperm increases, whilst 

percent proximal droplets decreases.  

 

Table 2. Distribution of the percentage of morphologically normal sperm and 
sperm with proximal droplets in semen samples collected from young pasture-
raised Holstein and Jerseys bulls, at different body weights classes.  

Holstein 

  Normal sperm (%)  Proximal droplets (%) 

Body weight 
(kg) 

Observations 
(n) 

Median (Q1, 
Q3) 

Min, 
max 

 
Median (Q1, 

Q3) 
Min, 
max 

<250 474 56 (17, 77) 0, 89  6 (2,16) 0, 65 

250–300 134 76 (52, 63.28) 0, 94  3 (2, 7.97) 0, 60 

300–400 263 87 (81, 91) 0, 97  2 (1, 3) 1, 21 

>400 127 91 (86, 93) 65, 97  1 (1, 3.5) 1, 5 

 
 

Jersey 

  Normal sperm (%)  Proximal droplets (%) 

Body weight 
(kg) 

Observations 
(n) 

Median (Q1, 
Q3) 

Min, 
max 

 
Median (Q1, 

Q3) 
Min, 
max 

<250 269 
61 (47.25, 

77.50) 
0, 87  1 (1, 4) 0, 50 

250–300 133 78 (62, 87.5) 0, 97  1 (0, 2) 0, 10 

300–400 232 86 (69.5, 89.5) 0, 96  1 (0, 1.75) 0, 27 

>400 6 n/a n/a  n/a n/a 

Q1=first quartile; Q3=third quartile 
n/a = values in this range not recorded, Jersey bulls >400kg (n=6) had all reached >70% normal 

sperm morphology prior to achieving 400kg body weight, therefore no more semen samples were 
acquired at this weight range. 

 

 

Discussion  

Overall, we sought to understand the relationship between scrotal circumference, body 

weight and semen characteristics in pasture-raised, dairy breed bulls, destined to 

become natural-service sires.  The results of this study demonstrate a positive 

relationship between body weight and scrotal circumference in both Holsteins and 
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Jerseys and demonstrates the possibility of using scrotal circumference and body weight 

to predict sperm morphology outcomes.  

Scrotal circumference and body weight 

The positive relationship between scrotal circumference and body weight found in this 

study agree with previous work in Holstein bulls (Coulter and Foote 1976; Curtis and 

Amann 1981; Heuston et al. 1988; Devkota et al. 2008) and in Jersey bulls (Monke and 

Milburn 1988).  However, there are differences in growth rates that translate to scrotal 

circumference differences.  For example, the Holstein bulls aged 18 months described in 

the work of Heuston et al (1988) had an average scrotal circumference of 36 ± 2 cm (n 

= 102).  The average scrotal circumference of pasture-raised Holstein bulls in the largest 

body weight class (>400 kg) in this study was 35 ± 2 cm.  This difference, though small, 

could be attributed to growth rate differences in grain fed and pasture-fed animals.  Data 

from Holstein-Friesian bulls entering progeny testing centres in the United States 

showed Holstein ADG from the ages of 6 months to 2 years ranged from 1.31 kg/day to 

0.69 kg/day (Calo et al. 1973). This contrasts with the ADG for pasture-raised Holstein 

bulls in this study at 0.55 kg/day.  The data collected in this study represents the first 

scrotal circumference measurements on pasture-raised dairy breed bulls and provides a 

reference point that might be used for further studies.   

Scrotal circumference and semen characteristics 

The CART analysis provides a method for categorising and partitioning data, as well as 

a novel method for presenting the results.  Analysis of the relationship between percent 

normal sperm, body weight and scrotal circumference found that at larger values of 

weight and scrotal circumference the percentage of correctly classified animals 

increased.  The branched diagrams could potentially be used by producers and 

veterinarians to select animals likely to yield acceptable percent normal sperm results. 

This might present a cost saving to the producer who would only choose those animals 

to present for BBSE that are likely to return more mature sperm morphology results.  

The literature supports the relationship between percent normal sperm and scrotal 

circumference (Arteaga et al. 2001; Al-Makhzoomi et al. 2008), but the use of the 

CART table in presenting this information is innovative and accessible.   

Previously published results from beef bulls have shown a depletion of sperm 

morphological defects associated with puberty such as percentage proximal droplets 
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(Arteaga et al. 2001).  Median proximal droplet percentage did decrease with body 

weight for each bull breed involved in the study.  

   

Conclusion 

This study supports the use of the BBSE on young dairy breed pasture raised sires, 

providing information on body weight and scrotal circumference. Additionally, 

classification tree methods defined the relationship between scrotal circumference, body 

weight and semen characteristics and can assist in the selection of young pasture-raised 

dairy breed natural-service sires to put forward as likely candidates for a complete 

BBSE prior to mating.  Proven in the beef industry, the BBSE provides a tool for 

producers to help to mitigate the risk of sub-fertility and infertility of dairy bulls in dairy 

herds.   
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Abstract 

Use of natural-service sires in the pasture-based dairy industry of south-eastern Australia is 

common, however, reports of methods used to select and manage the risks of sub-fertility are 

lacking.  The aim of this study was to monitor bull behaviour, including mounting and serving 

behaviour, as well as tracking distanced walked.  We conducted an observational study using 

collar mounted tri-axial accelerometers and global positioning systems on bulls involved in a 

reproduction program on a commercial pasture-based dairy farm in Tasmania, Australia.  Data 

from the accelerometer was analysed via learning algorithms and we were better able to 

predict periods of grazing (F = 0.86) and walking (F = 0.91) compared with ruminating (F = 0.19) 

and resting (F = 0.38).  However, due to the short, yet explosive nature of the mounting and 

serving signatures, the learning algorithm was not able to detect serving behaviours.  Bulls 

were found to range in mean distance travelled per day from 12.0km to 6.5km and in 

maximum distance travelled per day of 28.0km to the least maximum distance of 14.6km.  

Walking long distances may contribute to the incidence of lameness in dairy industry natural-

service sires.  This study explored the use of accelerometer and global positioning system 

technology in monitoring natural-service sires on commercial properties and contributes to a 

better understanding of the managerial impacts on bull performance.  In gaining knowledge in 

this area producers, veterinarians and industry bodies can start to back up recommendations 

on natural-service sire management and selection in the Australian dairy industry.   

 

Keywords: Natural-service sire, dairy breed bull, activity, distance walked 
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Introduction 

Successful reproduction is a significant profit driver in the dairy industry (De Vries 2006) and 

the imperative to achieve successful pregnancies in short time periods is great.  Primarily, 

insemination is achieved by artificial means, but industry bodies have reported the use of 

natural-service sires (Woolaston and Shephard 2011).  Detailed information regarding use of 

natural-service sires in the Australian dairy industry is unavailable but the extent of their use 

can be inferred using herd recording information.  As of 2016, natural-service is recorded as 

contributing to the parentage of 32% of known-breed, herd-recorded animals surveyed 

(Annonymous 2016a).  This suggests the widespread use of natural-service sires in the 

Australian dairy industry, but despite this there are relatively few research investigations into 

their selection and management.   

The Bull Breeding Soundness Evaluation (BBSE) is a risk assessment tool available to 

dairy industry producers via the Australian Cattle Veterinarians (Beggs et al. 2013) and is used 

to mitigate the risk of sub-fertility or infertility in bulls.  Used extensively in the beef industry 

(Holroyd et al. 2002; Menegassi et al. 2011), the BBSE is little used in the dairy industry 

(Hancock et al. 2016a).  Serving ability is a component of the BBSE and refers to the sexual 

behaviour of the bull and involves observing the bull mounting oestrus females to detect 

abnormalities of serving (Beggs et al. 2013).  It is common for bulls in the dairy context to be 

observed by dairy managers several times a day and this is considered sufficient (Hancock et 

al. 2016a).  However, subjective assessments of a bulls mating behaviour are not adequate 

measures of a bulls mating ability (Parkinson 2004) and formal testing of libido is 

recommended (Bertram et al. 2002; Beggs et al. 2013).   

The work of Hancock et al (2016b) highlighted risk factors for lameness in pasture-

based dairy natural-service sires and found the main reason to remove bulls during a joining 

was lameness.  Current recommendations from Australia’s dairy industry body recommend 
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rotation of natural-service teams (Morton J, Larcombe M 2008), and indeed rotation policies 

are widely adopted in Victoria’s southwest according to management surveys (Hancock et al. 

2016a).  However, to our knowledge there is no research backing up the recommendation, nor 

how long rest or work periods should be.  Hancock et al (2016a) did not find any association 

with risk for BBSE failure and rotation rates of bulls on farms, however, they concede their 

data set did not contain many farms that did not rotate their bulls.   

With the rise of precision agriculture, advances in technology offer the chance to 

monitor and investigate livestock in ways that have previously been impossible.  The use of 

accelerometers and GPS in the cattle research is widespread (Bailey et al. 2017).  Research is 

often focused on cow behaviour including grazing (Bishop-Hurley et al. 2014; Gonzalez et al. 

2015) or predicting oestrus (Shahriar et al. 2016), however, few studies focus on bull 

behaviour.  Abell et al (2017) predicted bull behaviour events in multiple sire in an effort to 

investigate their influence on calf parentage.  They were able to define lying and standing at 

high accuracies and walking and mounting at far lower accuracies.   

The current knowledge base of monitoring technologies deployed in both cows and 

bulls demonstrate the possibilities.  Thus, opportunities exist to both monitor the serving 

ability of natural-service sires in the dairy industry without the potential for compromise to 

welfare, as well as to begin to ask questions about the factors that influence lameness and the 

optimal ratios for being in the paddock with females and resting in a paddock with other bulls.  

The aims of this study were to investigate the applications for accelerometer and GPS based 

technologies to monitor libido and bull behaviour in pasture-based natural-service sires.   

Materials and methods 

Animals 
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A team of 10 bulls were recruited from a single dairy farm in north-west Tasmania over the 

2016-2017 joining period.  The farm operated two herds of approximately 400 cows with a 

joining period of 13 weeks.  Each herd was subject to an oestrus synchrony program, with a 

single round of artificial insemination flowed by a natural-service period of approximately 7 

weeks.  Collars were applied to the ten bulls for the first two weeks of the natural-service 

period for one herd.  Bulls were identified using brightly coloured cattle tail paint to ease 

paddock identification.  Bulls ran with the herd and walked to and from the dairy twice daily.  

The maximum distance from pasture to milking shed once to twice daily was 1km, resulting in 

a daily maximum track walk of 4km. 

Collars 

CSIRO electronic cattle-monitoring collars acquired via the Tasmanian Institute of Agriculture 

(University of Tasmania, Burnie, Tasmania) including a 3-axis accelerometer were configured to 

collect data at 10Hz (Wark et al. 2007; Gonzalez et al. 2015). Collars consisted of webbing with 

a ventral weight to keep the monitor housing uppermost (see Fig 1.).  The collar contained a 

20-channel GPS receiver chip (U-Blox5 – U-Blox, Thalwil, Switzerland), an active GPS antennae, 

a microcontroller (Atmel ATmega 1281v, California, USA) and a 915MHz transceiver (Nordic 

nRF905, Oslo, Norway), 4 alkaline D-cell batteries connected in series (Duracell, Australia), a 

4GB micro SD card (SanDisk, California, USA) for data storage, a piezoelectric micro-

electromechanical chip containing a 3-axis accelerometer and a 3-axis magneto-resistive 

(magnetometer) sensor (HMC6343-Honeywell, Plymouth, Minnesota, USA).  GPS information 

was collected at one data point per second.   
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Figure 0-1 Bull showing position of attached collar 

 

Trial 

Small teams of three to four bulls were placed with the herd at the farm managers discretion 

over the 14-day trial.  Remaining collared bulls not placed with the herd, were at rest in a 

paddock with other resting bulls.  Collars remained on bulls unless they were broken or 

stopped recording, in which case they were repaired and replaced or removed.   

Observations 

During the trial, trained observers using a tablet-based application (CSIRO AnnoLog) recorded 

behaviours of bulls for 47.5 hours.  The behaviours were then logged as a CSV in Excel 

(Microsoft, Redmond, California, USA).  Behaviours recorded are detailed in Table 1.   

TABLE 0-1 DEFINITIONS OF OBSERVED AND RECORDED BULL BEHAVIOURS 

Behaviour Observation 

Walking Bull is taking steps with head in upright position 
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Grazing The head of the bull is near the ground, tilted down and either taking mouthfuls 
of pasture or searching for pasture. 

Ruminating Bull regurgitates rumen bolus before chewing and swallowing 

Resting Bulls is standing or lying 
Mounting Bull jumps, bringing forelimbs off the ground to place them on the dorsum of a 

cow 
Serving On mounting, the bull begins a thrusting motion of the hindquarters, achieving 

intromission 

 

Application of learning algorithms 

After the follow-up period, records of bull activities (from the tablet application) and the 

accelerometer readings were analysed by the CSIRO, Data61 Computational Intelligence 

Group, Hobart, Tasmania.  Learning algorithms were then applied to the data to associate 

accelerometer readings from the sensor data with the observed movement categories.  

Predictions of behaviour during the study period that were not directly observed were derived 

from algorithmic prediction. 

Data Analysis 

From the application of learning algorithms, a dataset of estimated behaviours was created for 

each bull.  This dataset was analysed to determine the proportion of time spent by each bull in 

each of the observed behaviours.  GPS information for each bull was extracted from the GPS 

recorder and analysed to determine distanced travelled.  Due to inherent GPS error in data 

collection (Ganskopp and Johnson 2007), raw GPS data was filtered to every 60th reading, 

equating to one reading per minute.   

Analyses and graphical representations of estimated bull behaviours and GPS distance 

travelled were conducted in R conducted using R version 3.4.3 (R: A language and environment 

for statistical computing. R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria URL 

https://www.R-project.org/). 

Ethics Approval 

https://www.r-project.org/
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This study was approved by the Animal Ethics Committee at the Faculty of Veterinary and 

Animal Science at the University of Melbourne and the Victorian Government Department of 

Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources to ensure compliance with the 

guidelines of the Australian Code of Practice for the Care and use of Animals for Scientific 

Purposes (Animal Ethics Committee Project Identification Code 1513665.1). 

  

Results  

The reliability of the collars was variable.  Collars for two bulls did not record any 

accelerometer data at all during the trial and five bulls had intermittent periods of data 

collection.  Only collars for two bulls recorded for the entire period.  Bulls were occasionally 

observed fighting and we assume the recording failure or intermittent recordings are due to 

damage or interference from other bulls.   

Learning algorithms 

The learning algorithm was better able to predict periods of grazing (F = 0.86) and walking (F = 

0.91) compared with ruminating (F = 0.19) and resting (F = 0.38).  The F score is a measure of 

accuracy of the algorithm, defining the average of the harmonic of precision and recall.  As the 

F score approaches the value of 1 the algorithm is considered more accurate.  And due to the 

short, yet explosive nature of the mounting and serving signatures, the learning algorithm was 

not able to detect either.   

Estimated behaviours 

Estimated behaviours were calculated as a proportion of time spent over 6-hour periods for 

each bull (Fig 2.) and for bull 1 (Fig 3.).  The estimated behaviours for bull 1 show the cyclical 

nature behaviours over the three-day period with grazing and walking behaviours increased in 

the 6-hour periods after 12:00 and decreased over the 6-hour period after 00:00.        
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FIGURE 0-2  Proportion of time spent on estimated behaviours in 6 hourly intervals over the 
period of the trial for bulls.  Estimated behaviours include resting, ruminating, walking and 
grazing.   
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FIGURE 0-3 Proportion of time spent on estimated behaviours in 6 hourly intervals over the 
period of the trial for bull 1.  Vertical bars represent a 24 hour period and shading indicates the 
proportion of that 24 hour period that was spent expressing the measured behaviours grazing 
(gra), resting (res), ruminating (rum) and walking (wal).  

 

Distance travelled 

Distance travelled in kilometres per day for each of the bulls with functioning collars is 

depicted in Figure 4.  A box and whisker plot (figure 5) compares bulls on their mean distance 

travelled per day in kilometres.  Bulls range in mean distance travelled per day from 12.0km 

(bull 6) to 6.5km (bull 9) and in maximum distance travelled per day of 28.0km (bull 6) to the 

least maximum distance of 14.6km (bull 7) (see Table 2).  A maximum of 4km of the distance 

travelled can be attributed to walking to and from the dairy.  
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FIGURE 0-4 Distance travelled (km) for all bulls in study for 6 hourly intervals 
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FIGURE 0-5 Box and whisker plot of mean distance travelled (km) for each individual bull 

 

TABLE 0-2 MINIMUM (MIN), 1ST QUARTILE (Q1), MEDIAN, MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATION (SD), 3RD QUARTILE 

(Q3) AND MAXIMUM (MAX) DISTANCE TRAVELLED FOR EACH BULL PER DAY OVER THE COURSE OF THE TRIAL.  
DISTANCES IN KILOMETRES. 

Bull ID Min Q1 Median Mean SD Q3 Max  

1 1.0     5.5     10.0    10.3    9.4 14.9    19.9  
4 5.7     9.7    15.5    15.0    7.1 20.2    23.5  
5 1.2     7.6    10.1    10.9    5.9 13.8    21.8  

6 1.3     2.5    11.5    12.0    10.0 18.1    28.0  
7 1.6     5.2     7.6     8.7    4.7 13.5    14.6  

8 0.7   5.5   7.2   9.9  6.8 13.7  21.3  
9 0.8   3.7   6.5   6.5   5.6 9.3  12.1  

10 6.6     7.4     8.7    10.7    3.9 14.9    17.6  
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Discussion  

This investigation was able to confidently predict grazing and walking behaviour, and 

with far less confidence, rumination and resting behaviour, in commercial pasture-based dairy 

natural-service sires.  Unfortunately, we were not able to adequately derive algorithmic data 

for mounting and serving behaviour.  The work of Abell et al (2017) investigating bull 

behaviour with accelerometers and algorithms had confidence in predicting lying and standing 

but not walking or mounting behaviours.  The explosive and rapid nature of mounting and 

serving were too difficult to capture in our study and in the work of Abell et al.  This could be 

for many reasons including the design of the algorithm, the sensitivity of the recording device 

and the general approach.  However, the ability to predict mounting and serving behaviour 

with collar-based accelerometers would provide the cattle industry with a real-time measure 

of serving ability, allowing for the investigation of managerial factors that impact libido.  In the 

longer term, this kind of technology could negate the need to use cows for observational 

serving ability assessments when conducting the BBSE.   

A majority of the literature on algorithmically derived behaviours has focused on cows 

(Gonzalez et al. 2015; Andriamandroso et al. 2017; Greenwood et al. 2017; Rayas-Amor et al. 

2017), and more recently bulls (Abell et al. 2017).  This study presents the use of 

algorithmically derived behaviour on commercial pasture-based dairy natural-service sires in 

contrast to the work of Abell et al using a research set up.   

The use of GPS units to monitor distance travelled is a long established method in 

monitoring animal movement (Ganskopp and Johnson 2007) and more specifically dairy cattle 

(Turner et al. 2000; Ungar et al. 2005; Guo et al. 2006; Williams et al. 2016).  This study records 

distance travelled for bulls in a pasture-based commercial dairy in addition to that travelled to 

the dairy.  Whilst previous work has established that increased track distance increased the 

odds of a high risk post-mating BBSE result (Hancock et al. 2016b), this study attempts to 

define the difference between distance walked when in the paddock with females and when 
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isolated from females with other bulls.  Given the up to 4km track walk for these bulls a 

considerable amount of additional walking was observed, with up to 24km in the most 

extreme case.  Whilst this study did not follow lameness or BBSE outcomes for these bulls, the 

magnitude of distance would suggest a potential risk factor for a poor BBSE outcome.   

The potential lameness risk of long-distance walking could be mitigated by rest or 

rotation of bulls.  Rotation of bulls during the breeding season is recommended for sexual and 

physical rest (Morton J, Larcombe M 2008), though Hancock et al (2016b) found no association 

between the increased risk of a high risk BBSE result and rotation.  There is potential for this 

technology to be used to assess the impact of rotational schedules and come up with the 

optimum ratio. 

Thus, the results of our study suggest that the use of accelerometers and 

algorithmically derived behaviour observation as well as the use of GPS monitors on 

commercial pasture-based natural-service sires is a valid method to both investigate bull 

behaviour in the field.  Further work to elucidate the impact of managerial decisions such as 

rotational schedules. 
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Chapter 6: Discussion and Conclusion 
 

This investigation began with the increasing testing of bulls in the dairy industry and a lack of 

data surrounding expected scrotal circumference and weight of young pasture raised dairy 

breed natural-service sires.  It became important to establish a baseline or expected 

production for these bulls so that culling decisions could be made early in the rearing process.  

From this initial question evolved the ideas around the advent of genomic breeding values for 

natural-service sires.  It was hypothesised that if increased scrotal circumference was related 

to better production traits in female offspring in beef breed bulls, then did scrotal 

circumference in dairy breed bulls relate to the genomically derived Australian Breeding Value 

for Daughter Fertility.  And from the work of Hancock et al. (2016a; b), came ideas surrounding 

the mechanisms lameness in natural-service sires in the dairy industry.  Thus, monitoring 

collars were sought, and a trial conducted around their use in bulls. 

This study provided the first investigation of the Australian Breeding Values of dairy breed 

natural-service sires, demonstrating the value of genomic testing and providing an opportunity 

to compare herd bulls to their artificial insemination centre contemporaries, denoted by those 

bulls making up the Good Bulls Guide and those in the National Australian Sire Identification 

Scheme.  For Balanced Performance Index there were significant differences between the 

Good Bulls Guide bulls and study group bulls for both Holstein and Jersey breeds. There was a 

significant difference in Balanced Performance Index between National Australian Sire 

Identification Scheme bulls and study bulls for the Holstein group with National Australian Sire 

Identification Scheme bulls proving better. Given, some of the Holsteins had natural service 

origins, and were not purposely bred it seems reasonable their Balanced Performance Index is 

not comparable to those bulls on the national register. However, the Jersey group, originating 

from a stud would have benefited from selective breeding programs, thus their Balanced 

Performance Index is comparable to the national register of bulls. 

For Daughter Fertility, study group Holsteins showed no significant differences compared to 

Good Bulls Guide bulls. Given the combined natural-service and artificial sire origin of the 

Holstein group this is a surprising result and an indication that there is potentially hidden 

genetic worth amongst natural service sires. There was a significant difference between 

National Australian Sire Identification Scheme and study group bulls possibly indicating the 

national register of bulls is not as focused on Daughter Fertility breeding selection, but also 

reflecting the changing nature of breeding direction. Beginning in 1987 with Australia’s first 
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bull selection index, breeding values have been released in 2001 with the Australian Profit 

Ranking, updated in 2009 and most recently the release of Balanced Performance Index 

occurred in 2016 (Byrne et al. 2016). As such direction on National Australian Sire 

Identification Scheme bulls has changed and the recent introduction of the Balanced 

Performance Index would not reflect on the data from the last 15 years. 

For the Jersey group there were significant differences between for both Good Bulls Guide 

bulls and National Australian Sire Identification Scheme bulls. This could be due to the 

relatively narrow genetic basis of the Jersey group, all originating in the same stud. 

Alternatively, it could be a reflection on the breeding selection practices and direction of that 

stud. 

We were unable to identify a clearly defined association between scrotal circumference at 18 

months of age and daughter fertility, despite many studies finding to the contrary (Toelle and 

Robison 1985; Smith et al. 1989; Morris et al. 1992, 2000; Moser et al. 1996; Vargas et al. 

1998; Gressler et al. 2000; Van Melis et al. 2010; Johnston et al. 2014; Santana et al. 2015; 

Terakado et al. 2015).  The basis for these studies was an in-depth analysis of the genetic 

correlation between the scrotal circumference of a sire and either age at puberty, age at first 

calving or breeding, or heifer pregnancy rate of the resultant female offspring.  By contrast, 

this study measured scrotal circumference of natural-service sires before they had sired any 

offspring at all and compared that to their genetic potential, as defined by the genomic 

Daughter Fertility Australian Breeding Value.  The Daughter Fertility Australian Breeding Value 

is a multiple trait selection index maintained by DataGene and considers trait information from 

calving interval, lactation length, the interval from calving to first service, pregnancy rate and 

first service non-return rate (Haile-Mariam et al. 2013).  Therefore, the correlations in this 

study were assessing scrotal circumference against not only pregnancy rate, but also against 

other traits for which no relationship with scrotal circumference has been documented.  An 

additional consideration is the age at which scrotal circumference may influence the fertility of 

female progeny.  Burns et al (2011) suggest that age of measurement may influence the 

outcome up to 24 months.  Bulls in this research project were measured only at 18 months of 

age.   

If a true association exists, which is probable, considering the work in other European breeds 

(Toelle and Robison 1985; Smith et al. 1989; Morris et al. 1992, 2000), then a study considering 

scrotal circumference and following the resultant female offspring and recording traits such as 

heifer pregnancy rate and age at puberty would be expected to yield favourable results.  
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However, as fertility is such a complex trait, blending genetic potential as well as 

environmental influence and given the already burgeoning area of genomic knowledge, to 

orchestrate such a study seems unnecessary.  The concept of indicator traits in males is now 

potentially moot in the face of genomic analysis techniques, and with their increased use and 

access will come a decrease in cost.  In a review by Burns et al (2011) an appraisal is made of 

male traits that can be linked to female reproductive performance. They conclude that with 

the advent of the genomic revolution, the expense of collecting physiological or anatomical 

data on males and females was prohibitive and that the identification of quantitative trait loci 

for reproductive traits would enable selection of bulls and heifers in a pre-pubertal setting.  

However, the relatively inexpensive and easily measured attributes that may indicate the 

potential of a bull to sire daughters with improved reproductive qualities will remain and 

whilst may be superseded as a method in determining a sire, it may still have value as data for 

ongoing research.    

The positive relationship between scrotal circumference and body weight found in this study 

agree with previous work in Holstein bulls (Coulter and Foote 1976; Curtis and Amann 1981; 

Heuston et al. 1988; Devkota et al. 2008) and in Jersey bulls (Monke and Milburn 1988).  

However, there are differences in growth rates that translate to scrotal circumference 

differences.  For example, the Holstein bulls aged 18 months described in the work of Heuston 

et al (1988) had an average scrotal circumference of 36 ± 2 cm (n = 102).  The average scrotal 

circumference of pasture-raised Holstein bulls in the largest body weight class (>400 kg) in this 

study was 35 ± 2 cm.  This difference, though small, could be attributed to growth rate 

differences in grain fed and pasture-fed animals.  Data from Holstein-Friesian bulls entering 

progeny testing centres in the United States showed Holstein ADG from the ages of 6 months 

to 2 years ranged from 1.31 kg/day to 0.69 kg/day (Calo et al. 1973). This contrasts with the 

ADG for pasture-raised Holstein bulls in this study at 0.55 kg/day.  The data collected in this 

study represents the first scrotal circumference measurements on pasture-raised dairy breed 

bulls and provides a reference point that might be used for further studies.   

The CART analysis provides a method for categorising and partitioning data, as well as a novel 

method for presenting the results.  Analysis of the relationship between percent normal 

sperm, body weight and scrotal circumference found that at larger values of weight and scrotal 

circumference the percentage of correctly classified animals increased.  The branched 

diagrams could potentially be used by producers and veterinarians to select animals likely to 

yield acceptable percent normal sperm results. This might present a cost saving to the 

producer who would only choose those animals to present for BBSE that are likely to return 
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more mature sperm morphology results.  The literature supports the relationship between 

percent normal sperm and scrotal circumference (Arteaga et al. 2001; Al-Makhzoomi et al. 

2008), but the use of the CART table in presenting this information is innovative and 

accessible.   

Previously published results from beef bulls have shown a depletion of sperm morphological 

defects associated with puberty such as percentage proximal droplets (Arteaga et al. 2001).  

Median proximal droplet percentage did decrease with body weight for each bull breed 

involved in the study. 

This study supports the use of the BBSE on young dairy breed pasture raised sires, providing 

information on body weight and scrotal circumference. Additionally, classification tree 

methods defined the relationship between scrotal circumference, body weight and semen 

characteristics and can assist in the selection of young pasture-raised dairy breed natural-

service sires to put forward as likely candidates for a complete BBSE prior to mating.  Proven in 

the beef industry, the BBSE provides a tool for producers to help to mitigate the risk of sub-

fertility and infertility of dairy bulls in dairy herds.   

The deployment of monitoring collars enabled a closer study of paddock behaviour and 

distance walked that could affect a bull’s reproductive performance.  Mean distance walked by 

bulls ranged from 6.5 to 12km per day, whilst mean maximum distance walked ranged from 

14.6km to 28.0km.  We know lameness affects natural-service bulls quite significantly and 

knowing more about how far they walk on a typical commercial dairy farm could assist in 

making industry recommendations on rotational policies.  This information not only has 

implications on bull performance but also on animal welfare.   

This investigation was able to confidently predict grazing and walking behaviour, and with far 

less confidence, rumination and resting behaviour, in commercial pasture-based dairy natural-

service sires.  Unfortunately, we were not able to adequately derive algorithmic data for 

mounting and serving behaviour.  The work of Abell et al (2017) investigating bull behaviour 

with accelerometers and algorithms had confidence in predicting lying and standing but not 

walking or mounting behaviours.  The explosive and rapid nature of mounting and serving 

were too difficult to capture in our study and in the work of Abell et al.  This could be for many 

reasons including the design of the algorithm, the sensitivity of the recording device and the 

general approach.  However, the ability to predict mounting and serving behaviour with collar-

based accelerometers would provide the cattle industry with a real-time measure of serving 

ability, allowing for the investigation of managerial factors that impact libido.  In the longer 
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term, this kind of technology could negate the need to use cows for observational serving 

ability assessments when conducting the BBSE.   

A majority of the literature on algorithmically derived behaviours has focused on cows 

(Gonzalez et al. 2015; Andriamandroso et al. 2017; Greenwood et al. 2017; Rayas-Amor et al. 

2017), and more recently bulls (Abell et al. 2017).  This study presents the use of 

algorithmically derived behaviour on commercial pasture-based dairy natural-service sires in 

contrast to the work of Abell et al using a research set up.   

The use of GPS units to monitor distance travelled is a long established method in monitoring 

animal movement (Ganskopp and Johnson 2007) and more specifically dairy cattle (Turner et 

al. 2000; Ungar et al. 2005; Guo et al. 2006; Williams et al. 2016).  This study records distance 

travelled for bulls in a pasture-based commercial dairy in addition to that travelled to the 

dairy.  Whilst previous work has established that increased track distance increased the odds 

of a high risk post-mating BBSE result (Hancock et al. 2016b), this study attempts to define the 

difference between distance walked when in the paddock with females and when isolated 

from females with other bulls.  Given the up to 4km track walk for these bulls a considerable 

amount of additional walking was observed, with up to 24km in the most extreme case.  Whilst 

this study did not follow lameness or BBSE outcomes for these bulls, the magnitude of distance 

would suggest a potential risk factor for a poor BBSE outcome.   

The potential lameness risk of long-distance walking could be mitigated by rest or rotation of 

bulls.  Rotation of bulls during the breeding season is recommended for sexual and physical 

rest (Morton J, Larcombe M 2008), though Hancock et al (2016b) found no association 

between the increased risk of a high risk BBSE result and rotation.  There is potential for this 

technology to be used to assess the impact of rotational schedules and come up with the 

optimum ratio. 

Thus, the results of our study suggest that the use of accelerometers and algorithmically 

derived behaviour observation as well as the use of GPS monitors on commercial pasture-

based natural-service sires is a valid method to both investigate bull behaviour in the field.  

Further work to elucidate the impact of managerial decisions such as rotational schedules. 

The overall lack of scientific enquiry into the use, selection and management of natural-service 

sires has been the main impetus for this research project.  Despite the quantity of literature on 

the selection and management of natural-service sires in the beef industry across the world, 

the same cannot be said for the dairy industry.  The potential application for the BBSE in the 
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dairy industry is great, and as such, knowledge around the peculiarities of dairy cattle 

management is vital.  This study puts forward information on dairy breed pasture-raised 

natural-service sire genomics, scrotal circumference, body weight, semen characteristics, 

behaviour and distance travelled.  All this in commercially bred and used dairy sires.   

Future enquiry resulting from this project could be directed toward elucidating the algorithmic 

estimation of mounting and serving behaviour.  This could result in a real-time measure of in 

paddock libido and serving ability, reducing the need for yard-based cow restrained serving 

ability assessments.  Use of GPS and distance walked could also be used in trials to determine 

the optimum rotation schedules for working bulls, meaning the risk of becoming lame mid 

joining period could be mitigated.   
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